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HARDWARE
Welcome to Hardware #5, I honestly didn't think this

could last this long. If everything went right, you should

be holding in your hands a 40 page newsprint fanzine

with a 1,000 ccpy circulation* That is if everything

went right. Well, as you might of heard by new, you'll

see that this is the nostalgia issue. I told Brett I

wanted the summer off and told him to do what he wanted

with this issue of Hardware, We discussed it and came

up with this. It may be a risk, he really wanted to do
it, I'm pretty much happy with the results, I ended up
doirvj much of it anyway, it was too hot to go out this

sunmerj Eftjoy and 06 will be out in ttov,/Dec, I hope*,.

in memory of.
Ftar this issue I did alot of recollections of hardcore

years past, Brett raninded me of all the good stories

1 had and told me to write them dewn, I actually enjoyed

doing it, because I was around for alot of cool shit.

Sanetimes I wish I wrote stuff down week after week for

future generations to re*3, I have always been into the

history of music arkd hardcore was probably the most

interesting of all. The people, bands, places, the tours,

the mishaps, the fights, etc.,,all had pirpese for a

gocd many years. Now, -.wall, let's just say things aren't

the aara but definitely rot that bad (it could be alot

worsel ).

Brett arri quite a few people long for the days of

'66, when alreet all the hands were gocd and actually

had something to say. Hell, I would love to go back in

time, but sadly it Just can't be dme, Brett is probably

goiNj to have my head, but to put it bluntly, I really

den't give two shits about those thrilling days of yester-

year, I'm sick of talking about it. I was there. It would

be one thiixi if most of the people who were involved

in the scene then were involved new. The truth Is they

are not. I have seen so many cone and go, all the major

players flaked cut, Alot of good came out of those times,

but honestly, much of it was crap.

Example of how much I care about the past scene-wise.

Khan we originally started up ABC No Rio, it was great.

Probably, when ABC No Rio first started, it was even

totter than the CBGB's years. There was less infighting,

less fashion, less attitude and more individuality. Three

great barris came out of that time period, in my opinion,

BCfiN AGAINST, RORSCHACH and CITIZEN'S ARREST. I den't

even listen to those records any rrorel It doesn't rave

me that much row because I knew what happened to inost

of the people involved,

Ttiis doesn't mean I appreciate old times any less.

Talking about it once in a while is cool, but I'm into

many other things that require my attention irore. Hope-

fully, this issue of Hardware will be the last irajor

attention I give to the past, I try to look forward with

each passing day, we really have to concentrate on making

today and tonorrow "old times".

An "Oufsider's View:

part deux
Back in issue number tvo, I wrote a little piece

about the N,Y,C. gay pride parade that they hold every

year. Ever since then I had made plans to bo at the next

one. Well, this year was the 25th anniversary of the

Sbaiewall Riots and a bunch of gay activist groups got

together this time and made plans with the city to have

a march instead of a parade. They figured it would bring

even irore people together than if they just had a parade.

Not to say that everybody in the gay coimunity was exactly

thrilled about it. (There was a few "alternative" marches

held around the tewn)

I told my friend's would were going to participate

in it that I would like to also. They were very happy

about it and we all made plans (that seemed tentative

until the last minute because no body really had a clue
to the exact whereabouts of the march! ) It took place
en Sunday June 26th and started a few blocks south of

the U.N, I alnost didn't even go because I couldn't find

my friends due to looking for a place I was suppose to
meet than, which didn't even exist II Luckly, we ran into

each other.

T)*e march was setting up on the blocks between 36th

arri 40th Street en 1st Ave. Everycne was told to be there

at 9:00a.m. I tell you the last tira I saw that rany

people In cne place was at the 20th anniversary of Earth

Day in Central Park (which this march was going to end

up.) Literally, thousands were out in force. The main

attraction to the march was that the group that put on

the thing made up a large flag that was to be carried

to the park. Well, this was no ordniaray flag. It was

a mile Iotkj and about 15 to 20 feet wide. It was carried

by people who paid for a spot to carry the damn thing

(which in turned paid for the flag itself). We got to

see the whole thing get let out, rolled of the back of

a truck. It took about 45 min. for the entire flag to

be unrolled. An incredible sight to say the least. You

should have seen the people en the end struggling to

keep it dewn. (There was alot of wind this day.)

Anyway, my friend Bill, is a devout evangelical

duristian and when he saw that there were christian groups

marching, he absolutely had to be in their group. Of

course, I wasn't to happy with this development and
neither was his boyfriend (who is also named Bill). We

all wanted to march together, so we told him we would
just rarch behind him, thus, not being a part, but still

being close enough.

So then we had to wait for the call for our particular

group to enter the march. The official start of this
thing was at 11:00 a.m.. Our group didn't even start,

noving until 1:00 p.m. I The good thing about it though
that our group was number 20 and there were 65 groups

involved I (I thanked Bill later for picking this

particular group! ) When we started out the non-christian
Bill and I were jokinj around. I told him that I really
can't understand why everybody has their own little

spinter groups, that everybody should just march "under
one flag", so to speak. He said, "You should carry a
sign saying, 'SIWUGHT ATHEIST MARCHING WITH GAY
CHRISTIANS'". I said, "Maybe just a sign saying, "I'M
LOST!" Then the hymns started:. Ughl

It took quite along time fron were we started until

we got to the point where I was going to split. At 3

O'clock, there was a iranent of silence for ail the victijns

that have died of AIDS, It was very eerie. Imagine cne

of the busiest streets in N.Y.C, (57th St,) totally

silent. Can't, can you? A once in a lifetime thing. It

was so quiet that you could hear the wind blow. Then

the silence broke with people cheering, crying and hugging

each other. Ihat was an experience that I'll never see

dupilcated.

After six hours of this r said my gcod-byes, knowing

that I was part of an historic event. I'm glad I went

orrf I will do it again If asked. As the chant goes, "HEYI

HEY! ID! HDI IKM3PH0BIA HAS GOT TO 031" 'Nuff said.

go naked?
There is a risiraj trend in cxir little circle of things

that people (mostly men) have a compulsion to take their

clothes off at a show. Why? Well don't ask me, ask the

streakers. Excuse me, but if I wanted to lose my lunch,

I'll stick my finger down my throat, not by seeing your

naked ugly ass. Do us all a favor and keep your pants

on. Wear a belt if you have to. The «arld will be a better

place.

DaveK's Playlist

Summer 1994

WINK "Heart On Wave; Vol.1 and Vol.4" videos,

"Overture]" CD, ALYSSA MIUJUMO "What A Feeling! ", "lxok

At My Heart" and "Straight 1\> the Top" videos, ASSFACT-

CR 4 "Stroked Out" 7", DEE-LITE "Dewdrops In The Garden"

CD, CAVITY "Built For The Hunan Race" 7", EVERYTHING

BUT THE GIRL "Anplified Heart" <T>, YOfitt BRIGADE "Sound

And Fury" Lp,
llTHE HH»IC TWO", "SIX DECREES OF

SEPARATION" film are* soundtrack, NAT KING COLE 100 aong

CD box set, "CSEEM SNAKE" soundtrack, "FTREERAOW", IKEA

1995 catalog and CDPOUT live,..*

Brett made out a small list of local/recent news,

but I want to add to it ard keep it all together, so

this was put together by the both of us. An update on

the local acts covered in issue #4 (they make us all

proudl Yeah right.) BLEED went on a very successful U.S.

tour this sunner. Mike said it pretty much went sirooth

as silk, oily one show got cancelled. New with aaw> of

the manbers off to higher education, BLEED will be

inactive until Christmas break. I still haven't seen

thant CHAIN TO THREAD is over. Chris left and Dave is

now playing guitar and sane guy frcm F1A3WN is playing

bass. Jason also left but I don't know who is playing

drums. They are basically a completely different band

so they changed their name to WARDCU TOX. It was gcod

while it lasted, I guess... ttDLESHOT is having a dilerma

After ]ust releasing a second 7" (which will probably

make than huge! ), the singer is leaving at simmer's end.

Auditions are being held, I hope they find sanefcedy.

Also, the Pushead single thing isn't going to happen

either. So sad. DEACGUY is playing out alot . (Maybe a

little toD much far their own good.) Runors are flying

that Earache/Cblurnbia is looking at than. Hope they don't

get all washed up. THREE SUNG SCROtI* is doing... nothing

that I know of. New labels to check out: Reservoir

Records. Aitfrew Orlando has put out a CCC (DPPER U>,

the 2nd HXESHOT 7" and a proposed HELL NO/GARDEN VARIETY

split 7". Flatleaver Records. <Xir good friend, George

Norton has put out a 7" by WHtlMAN, who he constantly

poshes on everyone. Soundtrack Of Protest. Patrick Tiriek

released a CHAIN TO THREAD/BLEED split 7" can't rmemfcer

what else he wants to put out. NEUROSIS was supposed

to play around here but the tour was cancelled. Brett

(and a few others) are not txo happy about that. Kevin

Egan (ex-BEVOND, 1.6 BAND* has a new band called F-OJRSE,

Believe it or not, but KID is back together to play

a few shows. There was one In Bordentown on the 14th

of August. As big of an event that was for scam, it kinda

got overshadowed by the big Wet,

a mercurial for the recently slain Chuck Valla. Chuck
Valle (frcm what I was told) was murdered in L.A. while
talking on a pay phone. Chuck was a fixture In the '80s
N.Y.C. hardcore scene, playing far many bards, such as
LUDICHRIST and MURPHY'S LAW. He also enginnered the new
classic STCAIGHT AHEAD 12". While I didn't know him all
tco well, I remember him to be a real nice person. He
had many friends, including a lot of bands who played
this show, SICK OF IT ALL, CRO-MAGS, SHELTER, etc...
I was also told that Jordan, who was in SLAPSOT hung
hijnself, but I am not sure if it is true or not, RES-
SURECTION have recorded the classic HALF-OFF song "On
Ycur Own" for the Cutback Records ccrap. out of Florida.
I have no idea when it will be out.

Tliey will also be recording an album for Equal Vision
Records, but that seems well in the future. RYE is
recording a 7". Gem Blandsten is patting out a WESTCN
Ip/CD (Which even I think it's good. -DK) and will finally
release that damn RORSCHACH CD. A full color booklet
will acconpany it, with a list of every show that the
band ever played. Should be a winner. 'Til next timeit# .

In late July, I was taking the train to N.Y.C. about
9:00 a.m. on a Sunday to hang out with a friend. The
place where I work is alongside the train tracks and
whan taking the train, I look at the place by force of
habit. When I looked ewer, I saw the place covered with
neon green paint. In my nine years with the place, this
has to be the craziest thing to ever happen. Even the
local paper wrote about it:

O Police responded to an anonym-

ous tip that a McCandless Street fac-

tory had been vandalized with racial

graffiti Sunday.

When police arflVfcd, they discov-

ered that a slogan that said "We only

hire whites" was painted on the door

to the building. Several other white

supremacist slogans apparently were

painted on the structure in green paint,

reports stated. .

A swastika was painted on the

sidewalk a few doors away from the

original location, police said.

ACKNC«LE1X*!EIJTS

Brett (you slave driver!), diaries (the best). Matt
(thanks for letting me get those records]), Justine (nice

pad), Geoff (for shirts), Nicole (groovy gal), Bob (for

the dicel ) and then Mike D'elia (still waiting for that

AVAIL interview), Lali (nice to finally talk to you),

Matt Average (the check's in the mail), Mike Carriere,

all the distributors (past, present and future), all
the people who have made this a pretty eventful simmer

by putting on shows (can't wait for the '94-'95 season

at Middlesex and Cook Collegell), Rich S. (thanks for

the special tour of Grant's Ttombi), Leah G., George (sorry

we still didn't get the walkmn fixed.). Drew K., Peter

H. and all the people I mat this sunrner (ASSFACTCR 4/

HARDWARE #6! 11) plus the usual people I have forgotten....

Special thanks goes out to a guy named Rob Leecock

who bent over backwards to draw our cover. Brett and

I are indebted to him.

This Issue is dedicated to Ololade Iyabo Ajayi. I

still love you and will always cherish the time I spent
with you on this Earth. I hope you find what you are
looking for. -David

more special thanks goes out

to Ken and John Heim for

photo screening!
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Well, here it is, the fifth issue of Hardware, the
"nostalgia" issue. This was a long time coming, I must
say. I hope you all enjoy it, it was a lot of fun for
me.

WHA T ?!
SSD really knew what was up. Check out these lyrics|

jfrom the sorq "Jock Itch" on "TUe Kids Will Have Ot»eir

Say" Ip: "When Hardware youth comes/You'll take the
burps."

Listen to this. Someone told me that "everyone" is
saying that Hardware alienated it's audience because
the first issue was all punk rock and now it's all
straight-egde. Well, whoever "everyone" are they must
not be too smart, because I was straight-edge long before
Hardware was even a concept. I use this fanzine as a
vehicle as a vehicle to convey my feelings on a variety
of subjects to a lot of people. Because I didn't come
out and write about straight-edge in issue #1 , but I
did in #2 and #3 I alienated our audience from #1? On
the contrary, I think our audience has grown tremendously
since last June. It is obvious however that there are
alot of people who just can't take some of the things
we have to say, which is fine. There are plenty of things
other people say and do that I have no tolerance for.
But who the hell am I doing this 'zine for anyway? The
way I look at it is I'm doing this 'zine for my own
personal satisfaction. In the process, I have covered
bands and subjects that I like and feel strongly about,
it is as simple as that. If I try to please everyone
there will eventually be people who would be pissed off,
including me. So in conclusion just remember this is
our 'zine and we can do whatever we want. Enjo*

Thanks: Justine, Tim Singer, Ken, Yak, Matt Average,
Timojen, Charles, Epicenter, Lali, Sean, Correne, all
the labels, bands and 'zines who sent us stuff, everyone
who put on shows, even if they suck.

BIG THANKS TO THESE YOUTH CREW ALL STARS :.

: fFvi always
wanted to say that) Geoff, Zusi, Rob, Daly, Negative
Noah, Tim Mc Mahon, Mandel, Pat and Rich DBNO, Jules
and AIONE IN THE CROWD, Ray and Porcell, Dave Smalley,
BOLD, ODRILLA BISCUITS, Raybeez (Bidip-Bo!), JUDGE, The
Anthrax, CBGB'S, UNDERDOG, WARZONE, Boling Point, Schism,
SIDE BY SIDE, ALTERCATION, PROJECT X, WIDE AWAKE, Some
Records, the Warzone Women and everyone who fed us, housed
us and took care of us on the BREAK DOWN THE WALLS tour
'87.. .This is a time we'll rememberl

Special thanks to Rob "N.J.'s only death metal artist"
Leecock, who did the cover art.

HARDWARE shirts are available for $8 ppd. They come
in white, red and gray and are XL. Special black models
that have three big X's on the back are also available,
but I don't think you want those.

I want to start trading videos so if any of you people
have a list, send it my way.

I was trying to think of something I could write

about old records that I like alot. At first, I figured

I would write reviews for sane records like I would Iiave

if I was doing Hardware when they came out, but that

seems kind of lame. Then I thought I would just write

about some records that I think are really good, but

not too many people listen to anymore, but that sounds

corny. Then this morning, I was reading old fanzines

and listening to records and it hit me. There's alot

of records that I bought along the way that harbor many

stories about when they came out. So that's what I'm

going to write about. Read on, if you are interested.

NEW YORK CITY HARDCORE: "The Way It Is" ccmp. Lp

To understand this one you have to to know a few
things about the town I grew up in, Red Bank, New Jersey.
There was this one record store, Jack's Music. And that
is where I got many hardcore records, they got all the
newreleases^l^en^therea^leas^fou^

I was at work one day and I decided for lunch I would
go downtown and get a hot dog, and inevitably I went
to Jack's. I walked into the store and this guy who worked
there said to me, "Dude, the new Revelation comp. is

out." I almost pissed my pants right there. Once I got
a hold of that thing you couldn't have gotten it out
of my hands with a crowbar. I still think that record
has the coolest cover of all time. Everyone of my favorite
bands was on that record. Needless to say, I brought
it back to work for four more hours of sending out mail.
I was looking at the lyric book and this girl I used
to work with, named Mona (who was a very proper, preppy
girl) came over, took a look at the cover and said, very
calmly, "You're into this stuff? What's wrong with you?"
If I didn't like her so much I would have hit her in

the face. I attempted to explain what hardcore was all
about, but as we al know it's impossible. You have to
live it to understand it. So right there, even before
I heard the record, it was one of my all time favorites.
And I'll never get rid of it either. I'll take it to

my grave.

SUPERTOUCH "What Did We Learn" 7"

This is a good one, for me anyway. SUPERTOUCH were
one of my favorite bands. I tried my best not to miss
any area SUPERTOUCH shows. Feburary 20th, 1990. I was

at a SWIZ show at the Lismar Lounge in N.Y.C. That is

the day I handed out my infamous KILLING TIME flyer that

nearly got me killed (enough about that). I was sitting
at the counter in the back talking to Dave and Chris
when someone came down the stairs with a box of records.

It was Dave Stein of Combined Effort Record, and of course

since Dave knows everyone Dave Stein comes over to us

to say hello. Dave asked him what was in the box and

he replied, "SUPERTOUCH 7"s, I just finished putting
the first hundred together". My eyes nearly shot out

of my head. SUPERTOUCH vinyl! At long last! "Hey, can

I get one of those?" So I bought one for three dollars.

I got the first SUPERTOUCH 7". I stared at the back cover,

wondering why it was upside down, and felt pretty good
tha Mark Ryan was wearing a Yankee jersey. That was a
good day.

[Hard times are coming throughjBut if you
r
re hard they won't get to youjThey 're gonna try to drive you into!
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army pants. It was already hot, but I had no i<

hot it was going to get inside the Elks Club.

There were literally millions of kids at this show.
It seems like almost everyone I talk to now was there.
To this day, I don't think I've seen so many shaved heads.
There was a pretty large faction of Nazi skins there,
like there was at every show back then. I had a sense
that I might just get my ass kicked at any time for almost
no reason. That was part of the excitement. That is also
something hardcore is missing now. Anyway this little
hall was packed to the gills. I never had seen anything
like this before. The bands had a table set up in the
back. I bought a UNDERDOG shirt with the 7" cover on
it which I still have to this day. I used to wear that
thing to every show. I asked Russ if he had any 7"s left
but he told me they were sold out, but it maybe re-pressed
soon. Obviously, that didn't happen and I didn't get
the UNDERDOG 7" until about a year ago.

I watched CRUCIAL FUN. They were good and all, but
I they were a local act and I had seen them before. I don't
remember too much about GOOD HUMOR except that a few
[people were going absolutely nuts. Time for UNDERDOG,
these dogs be barkin', as they say. Man people were going
fucking crazy. There were bodies all over the place.
|And man was it hot as hell. I remember steam coming out
of the air conditioner, but the blast furnace like heat

I was in N.Y.C. with my old friends Rob and Chris
and of course stop number one was Venus. The old Venus
on 8th Street. The place was the best. I don't care what
anyone says. It was cramped, had every new hardcore
record, and Porcell was always in there. I was looking
at the new 7"s and I saw the JUDGE 7". Rob was like,
"Dude, you've GOT to get that record, it's so awesome!"
Rob was in N.Y.C. every day so he got this shit before
us saps in Jersey. Well, of course, I bought it and we
went outside and sat on the curb of the hot dog place
and I took the record out to look at it. Written on the
sleeve in black marker was "Tom Beyond says, 'Sap Shot'"
Wow! a personal message from the Youth Crew to me. Rob
was jealous because his record didn't have anything
printed on it. I felt cool.

NO TOR AN ANSWER "A Thought Crusade" Lp

During my junior year in high school we had to do
a book report, but not in the usual sense. We had to
read a book and play a song for the class that express-
ed our feelings about the book. So I went to the library
and got out a book about some crazy teenage kid who gets
involved with drugs and shit. I don't even remember the
name of the book, actually I don't think I even read
it. I figured I'd just get a book about drugs and spend
the next four weeks deciding what straight-edge song
to play for the class. During that time period the NFAA
Lp came out and boy did I love it (I still do). So "Rusty
Pipes" was my choice to play for the class. I made lyric
sheets and passed them out to the class, and to my teacher Istopped no one from going ape shit. People actually formed
and played the song on this shitty little high school Ineat lines along the side of the stage to dive. I swear,
tape recorder. Everyone sat there with their jaws on I it's true. Everybody was screaming for them to play
the ground because to this point all they ever had heard I"Frontside Grind" and finally after about forty minutes
was REM or U2. My teacher had to read the lyrics to every- 1 Richie says: "O.K. these are our last two songs, 'Front-
one because they couldn't understand them. She asked I side Grind" and 'Looking Out For You'". And with that
me why the singer screams the words, because they are I the place fucking exploded. There were a few fist fights
very good but no one can understand them. I said something |j think, and one of the biggest pile-ons ever.
about being angry.

" " "~ "" '" "
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July 23rd, 1988. This show will forever be stuck
in my mind. After going to shows around my town for a
while and seeing all the local bands, finally there was
going to be a show with a pretty big band playing a show
that I could get to. It seemed like everybody in the
area was going to this show. Weeks before it actually
happened all the talk at the local skate spots was about
the show and how great it was going to be. At least ten
times a day I was asked if I was going to go. Rides were
planned out well in advance. People who couldn't get
rides planned on taking the train. I was going to get
a ride with this kid I used to work with, who was par-
tially responsible for getting me into hardcore. All
was ready.

Russ and Dean from UNDERDOG both lived in BeJjnar
(I think they still do, actually) so this was still a
pretty local affair, but UNDERDOG were big. They played
CB's and had a 7". I knew damned well people were going
to stage dive and there would be lots of dancing. I was
psyched. Doors opened at 6:30. We got there early to
skate and for some unknown reason I wore a pair of black

the groundlBut never surrender, never go down!)

Everyone has a good story about this show and I think
it seriously helped form alot of people's opinions and
I know for me, I was definitely hooked. Hardcore was
the shit.

REST IN PIECES'

*$
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NARD TIMES!
HARD TIMES !



Nblcona to a now (and hopefully continuing) install-
ment of Hardware Fanzine, the Letters sections. We figured
if everybody else could have one, why not us. Actually,
I came up with the idea after receiving a very nasty
letter in the mail, Brett and I just wanted to respc*id
to it. So if you get a copy of this issue (and any
uptxming ones), take a little tijne to write with your
contents, gripes, praises, etc*.. Either Brett, I or
both of us will respond in the pages of HARIMARE.

Dave Koenig,

This letter was written in response to the small

paragraph you wrote in Hardware's last issue about Kurt

Cctoain arcl other artists who happened to be drug addicts.

The ccmnent that you made saying, "Wake up people, they

were not paets*" proves your closed-mined ignorance,

so you are saying that anyone that isn't straight edge,

like you, dcesn't have any artistic significance? You

are a idiot. That is the mrat ridiculous thing I have

heard anycne say, which is actually not much different

frcm rrost things that cane out of straight edgers mouths.

Just because a person chooses a different lifestyle than

you, you will refuse to acknowledge their accomplishments?

This is an outrage, and you should be ashamed of ycur

pathetic and obvious uneducated Garments. Pecple like

you are the reason the scene sucks. Your closed-mi ndedness

is proven all throughtout your shew reviews as well,

when you judge people in crowds, you don't know a fuckirg

thing about any of the peaple there, tut you judge them

by appearance. I thought hardcore tried to pronote

acceptance and tolerance, but people like you drain

hardcore of any type of pDStive substance. I find anything

you have to say negative, and I find you to be nothing

but a Mr. Krew-it-all, inmature prick, I knew that after

reading this, you will feel like the idiotic nothing

Chat you are. Take you meaningless straight-edge bullshit

and shove it up yew tight ass. Hew does it feel to have

your negativity thrown back at you?

0h# and FMck you .

With love,

A non-straight-edge artist

Generally I don't like to call people names in print
or write anything that is totally out of line but I think
I am well Justified in this case. Even though this letter
was directed at Dave, I have to throw my two cents in
because I support Dave in everthing he said all along,
plus I could never let an opportunity like this pass.

First of all, this is the stupidest thin? I have
everhad the misfortune of reading in my life. After I

got done laughing I can't help but feel a tittle sorry
for you (whoever you are), the way you tried to crack
c*i "straight-edge" tels me that you are probaly sane
worthless substance abuser who lives a shitty artificial
life getting fucked up <x\ whatever ycu can get your hands
on. If you fcould take the time to get your head out of
ycur ass long enough to take a good look at what's really
going on here, you *ould realize that your statements
are all fcullshit. First of all, to accuse Dave (or the
both of us, for that matter) of not recognizing the
accomplishments of "ncn straight-edgers" is fucking sheer
stupidity. Lets look at the bands we interviewed so far.
lifcHilN, AWTIOCH ARRCW, FAILURE FACE, OOP EEAD,
ki^aimrnoN, chain r

:\> thread, dfatguy, iiolkshot, ulqd,
THREE SUNG SCROLL and SPITBOV. That's eleven bands and
only cne of them can be considered a straight-edge bard.
O.K. you fucking idiot. Many of the records that we give
good reviews to can't be considered straight-edge either,
FAILURE FACE, EEATGUY, ASSFACTOR 4 and LOS CBUEOS just
to name a few.

Pecple like us are the reason the scene sucks? Take
another lcok you fucking ass. We put out a fanzine that
alot of people read, Dave distributes other people's
'zines, we give alot of new bands exposure by interviews
or reviewing their demos and records. There are plenty
of other people like us tco. Ttiey put on shows, distribute
reocrds, do 'zines, and let touring bands stay at their
houses amcrtg other things. It's because of people like
YOU that hardcore sucks sanatimes. What the fuck do ycu
do? Write idiotic letters you can't even put your name
en? Yeah, we're targets because we have our names on
the back of this 'zlne and every flyer we make, but little
shits like you can write ancnyrrous letters and feel real
cool abcut it. Personally, I don't give two shits if
ycu find anything negative because there are alot of
pecple who like the things we say and encourage us to
keep going, so tton't pat yourself en the back too soon
thinking you brought us down because you make me keep
going even stronger.

Dave is one of the nost open minded people I have
ever met in my life. Just look at his record and show
reviews. He likes all kinds of music fron Frank Sinatra
to Huggy Bear to Agnostic Front. If we judge people by
appearance in sore show reviews it's probably because
they were half drunk or strung out on drugs or passing
out in the street or standing around with fucking
cigarette hanging out of their mouths. That's probably
a pretty gcod description of you. That's why you were
so pissed that you had to write what you ttought was
a real brutal hate letter. In conclusion all I have to
say to you is go fuck yourself. You'll prefcably be back
at the rave aanetime soot or at a high school keg party
getting totally fucked up, but if you ask me pecple like
you are already fucked up. -BRETT

Dear A Non-Straight-Eidge Artist,

I received this letter about a week after the iast

Middlesex show, so obviously the person who wrote this
was at that show. (jH4 came out that day*) To be totally
henest, I don't knw if the letter is fake. But, in case
it's for real, I'd like to respond in kind. The whole
Kurt ODbain thing was just the latest in what I'm sure
will be a continuing saga of dead rock stars. Who fucking
caresi? I certainly don't. Not when there are countless
human beings being slaughtered across the planet, not

by choice I might add. These are the people who we should
be upset about, not seme "mlsunderstcod" rock star who
decided to blow his brains out* I tell you in a few
months, nofcody is going to give tfco shits, believe rne.

Mule Hardware might have a definite straight-edge
slant, we definitely cover a wide spectrum of Che
underground music scene. I utterly can't stand most of
the "straight -edge" bands that have cone out over the
last few years* The majority of the bands that I like

are not "straight-edge". Cut of everybedy I know, I
probably have the widest taste, musically speaking. In

general, there are plenty of people I know a hell of
alot (Tare "close-minded" than me.

Southing I probably despise more than anything is

fashion. Especially, fashion for fashion's sake. When
I qa to a show and see everybody trying to look like
everybody else, I get annoyed* Most people just have

no idenity at all. It's much easier for them to dress
and look like everybody else.

Hardcore has always be about "acceptance" and
"tolerance", but it has also always being vocal, standing

up for what you believe in, and having a sense about
yourself. I've been around for alot of yoars and always

have been the first to "accept" new people into it* I'm
"tolerant" because if I weren't I would find you and

kick the living shit out of your ass, like sane of my
friends want to do* Sorry, txit I think you the one who
is meaningless. I have seen them cane and go, I'm sure

you'll *on't bo far behind. -DK (the idiot)

Dear Dave,

Hi, this is Andrew (Reservior guy) fron N.y. Hey,
geed job on #4, the Jersey scone attention was deserved,
especially for bands like HOLESHOT, who den't get alot

of it.

I'm really behind the concept of Hardware, but I'm
not into castigating people for making personal decisions

with their lives. I den't drink and I don't criticize

my friends if they do. If I did that I wouldn't have

that irany friends 1 New if cne of my friends was shooting

heroin, it vculd be a different fucking story. That v«uld
upset me* Dave, you have to realize that sane people

don't have the wil power to avoid the crutch as you or

I do. I guess I really don't care afceut straight-edge

anytrore. I've seen all the people I admire fall. None

of them care at all anynore* I'm not saying I'll turn

to booze andother poisc*is. I'm just saying I wouldn't

want to be labeled straight-edge, because the term S.E*

doesn't mean anything to me anymore, I'm straight not
straight-edge, I guess, I must admit though, that Hard-

ware is the only 'zine that talks about S.E. that is

well done enough for me to pay attention to.

Also, I would love to see Hardware interview sane

Lcng islard bands* Alot of these bands are great, but

alot of people in N.J. don't know about them with the

exception of GARDEN VARIEIY. I always make it a point

to go to shows in Jersey, but I never see anyone frcm

Jersey at L.I. shows. Anyone interested in checking out

Long Islarvd bands, do so 4 you won't be sorry-

The other day I was on the subway wearing my Hardware

shirt and seme guy asked me if Hardware was a porno

magazine. Funny shit, eh?

Take caro,

Andrew Orlando
P.O* Box 790366
Middle Village, N.Y.

IT 379-0366

Cfcvid/HARDWARE,

Thanks for the cool Hardware 02 and #3. Excellent

fanzine that (un) fortunately brings to mind Dear Jesus*

Hcciest. Straight forward. Tn your face. Uncarprcmising.

Hardcore. Hot macho, sweaty, tone head thug-core but

brutal, literal intelligence with an edge. Keep up the

good work.

Enclosed you'll find $2 U.S. for a copy of your latest

(#4) 'zine. "I can't wait" and if that doesn't sourd

like a Junk line of consumer drone then I don't know

what is.

Could you please recenroend 10-20 cool 'zines that

are around now (unless you have a review section, then

don't bother). I was travelii^ frcm Ontario to B.C. via

the Continental U.S. for several nonths and I feel a

bit out of touch. Recently I picked up Bloodred,

Ttustkill, Heartattack. Full Blast, Ctontrasclence, Reality

Ccrttrol and I've been listening to copious anounts

of BLEED, JARA, ASSFACTCR 4, MflJNDED KNEE, I03KK1AST,

IOHINDER, AWITOOI ARRCW, ACHE, STRAIN and of course SWIZ*

I publish a 'sine called Inertia . It has contributions

frcm paDple back tame that were/are involved in the

Southern Ontario H.C. scene-cemmunity. People in CME

BLCOD, SWJIMAKER, CHOKOCtJ}, SOWS OF ISHMAEL.* **you get

the picturel (fli x 11, 2ft pgs., *2 pfd.)

TTianx,

Karl King
209-2747 Alder St,

Vancouver, BC
V6H 2S5 CANADA

Dear Karl,

Thanks for all the nice wards about Harcfcjare, Sorry
we ran out of 04, so you going to have to settle for
#5 (this cf>e). Maybe sane of my distributors have a copy
lying around to sell. There are a few gixd 'zines out
there as of late, check our review section for our hits
ard misses* You should also acM COKX/T and LCfi CRUCOS
to your listening list and I hear that band OTTCWA are
cool too. Dude, send us you '2ine for review! Take care.
-DK

David K,

Here are 12 copies of your 'siita. Hardware, back
and the payment for the remaining copies. Let me start
out by saying that you have always been a nice person
to me and so far I had always liked Hardware, with a
few ccmplaints. However, my friends and myself simply
do not want to sell Hardware #4 through our collective
distritution. Though there are several reasons, irost
are linked to the alrost if not completely hardline stance
Hardware has pertaining to straight edge. Etersonally,
what aggrivated me the most was the aliiost constant
stereotyping and ragging on crust punks. I have many
crusty friends and when Brett B. said they should all
die... wall, let's just say that's why you got those
zines back* The crust punks I know tto nore to get records

distributed cheaply with a message than anyone else I
knew, though conplaining we choose not to sell these
zines* We disagree with too imich of it*

Thanks anyway,
Shawn O'Hern

Dear Shawn,

I am SDrxy to hear that you do not want to distribute
cur 'zlne anymore- I certainly would not want to sell
sanething that I don't agree with either, tut this leaves
me with an interesting dilemra. The thirds you dco't
like about our 'zine acme other people do like and vice
versa* What am I euppceed to do? There is always going
to be people who don't like what you are doing as well
as people who do. I'm not doing this 'zine to kiss
anyone's ass, I write what I want to write* I dai't have
any respcfisibility to please evryone with fair journalism.
This isn't a newspaper* Everything expressed in thc«e
pages are our opinions. If you like it fine, if you den't,
that's fine too. You can't please everyone*

Why is it that if you talk about straight-edge, you're
militant or hardline? If ycu taUt about drags you're
cpen minded. Fuck that, I think people are just scared
of the truth. As for the crusties I think I have said
enough about all of that. Hey Shawn, lighten up, have
a sense of huiror. I haven't killed anyone yet. -BRETT

When I opened the package at the post office, all
1 could think was, "What til Brett hears this cxie*" It's
a shame that you will not distribute HARDWARE any longer.
Vou were ere of our earliest supporters and ue are grate-
ful for that. Sorry, but I don't follow any sort of "hard-
line" thing. (See my article "An 'OtTT'sider's View.)
I'm am "straight-edge" and "angry". I guess those two
things can't go together* I den't like "cmst punks".
I don't know about where you are tut here those people
just want to live like shit. I'm sure if you seen punks
passed out in the gutter week after week, 40 ounces
spilling into the street, you'd be disgusted too* Gcod
luck with your distro. -DK

Dear David,

Hello! Thanks m much for the copy of Hardware. I

don't knew if you ever saw it so I'm sending you a copy
of my 'zine Tto Far. Damn, your 'zine came out really
fucking good and I'm glad we're in it* That interview
had to be the most heated c*ie we have ever done, but
I think that's cool* Everything is so busy right row.

Karin and Nikki are going cci a two week sailing trip,
I'm leaving tcmnorrow to travel with AVAIL for a week,
and then scmeday after all of that we're going to record
a new 7" and put it out on Allied. CppsI I mean
Ebullition. I'm really looking forward to it* Tell Brett
I said "Hi" and thanks again for the 'zine* Take carel

Peace/Bguality,
Adrienne Drccgas

David,

H4 looks pretty good* Don't think I have much to

say worth of a letter's section. I can relate to the

"Dark Side Of The Straight -Edge" article, especially

when I get frustrated by pot heads and drunks. And while

I agree that turning to such vices is weakness, a crutch

and unneccessary, I am starting to wonder about the cannon
idea that straight-edge people are "more aware" than
those that aren't. This idea may apply in seme cases-

especlally when you consider people who are perpetually
fucked up. But, sane people who drink occassionally are

incredibly politically aware, etc. While I know many

straight-edgers who are so caught up in Krishna beads.

Swatch X watches and other SxE fashion that they really

have no clue about any issue except maybe veganism is

good and racism is bad. Of course, that doesn't mean

I think casual drinking is cool, as long as you are aware

of the issues, etc. I guess I'm Just trying to wrestle

with seme of these blanket conclusions in the scene and

not place myself above anybedy else* I think it's pretty

dangerous to assume you are morally superior than anyone

else* Right wing X-titans who are sober may not
neccessarily be aware-their heads are tainted with lies,

etc and they assume they are right. I don't know, stil

searching with the idea, be interested in your thoughts.

The 'zine was great, clean layout-gcod shit*

(Veil, thanks again,
Bryan Alft
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[tear Dave,

«

lhanx mucho for the 'zines! I can honestly say
Hardware is one of the best ever. I loved the SPIT80Y
interview, rcost of their interviews ore so pandering
ard boring; as Che WARLOCK PINCHERS say "Confrontation;
YEAH!" You know, I could see how seme might not "get"
or understand sane of the SxEx kind of stance. I mean
X have a sense of humor, tut r remember shewing Adrienne
of SPITBDY "Team Effort" 'sine and she didn't get it
was a joko at all, we really feel the need to explain
it. You SxEx hardcore kids are so damn cynical. The only
thing I really took umbrage to was with the rip on Keith,
that was pretty harsh, if it wasn't a ]oke. Overall,
I really love your taste in music, glad to see the
hardcore "zines menticoing sane of the cool pep out there.
I just saw the SWIRLIES/LILYS tour, top notch. The LILYS
are frcm N.J,, If you get a chancre to see them, CO: W©11 #
I'm caning to N.Y.C. Aug. 27th-Sept. 7th, we'll definitely
have to hook up. ftaybe go have sane wine of sanething,
I'll call you scon.

Thanks again,
Jason Parker

P.S. I sent a fcxinch of stuff. Seme of it is kind of dated,
txit the Lp and OSVEKtoJENT ISSUE are newer.
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Hi David

1

This is Ecminik, the guy frcm Germany writing hero,
tost time around I ordered Hardware spring '94 ar*3 I
was impressed with the Autuim issue that I ordered fran
Gem Blandsten. I liked it so much that this time 1 am
going to order as many as possible for the raney enclosed.
I'd like to sell sane at cewcerts here in my area in
Germany and give different people the possibilty to read
ycxir stuff you write in your 'zine.

Last time I read your 'zine I was surprised again.
Is it right that you are two totally different guys with
different points of views? If I look at the texts or
reviews, Brett seens to me to be more into this old stuff
and you are nore open-minded to the newer stuff. Am I
right or is it just me who thinks this? But that rakes
the 'zine so special. It covers different points of views.
Myself, I am nore interested in new stuff as long as
it's creative and intense in sane way,

IOMXlASr are still touring in Europe. I saw them
twice and tanorrow and at the eirf of their tour *» are
going to play with them. My hum is called DANNBREED.
We have a sold out 7", there was only 360 copies. Hie
line-up has changed since then, so it doesn't represent
us properly any nore. We are doing a new 7" in October
and we did a song for a camp. I# with sane new European,
mostly German, bands. This will be out in the beginning
of October and will fce really cool. Sort of like the
"God's Chosen People" Lp frcm America, this Lp is goinj
to be the answer to it fran Europe/Germany,

. 9 9 So that's it fran me. Hcpe to hear from you seen

#*.\* and your sunnier issue.
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Jason,
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Kraft, Liebe, Erkenrnbnis,

itanirUk

Well* thanks for the nice words arid the records.
Expect them to be reviewed either in this issue or the
next. I was really sad and angry when I wrote that
paragraph about Keith. Sane people were pissed that £

wrote it (including the one it was about) and others
thought it was justified. When things happen like that,
I tend to write about th€*n, never really worrying about
what might happen later. Yeah, there alot of cool pop-
oriented bands out there, and they will always have sane
place in Hardware (much to Brett's disjrayl). Continued
success with Extreme Noise, I hear it's going well.
-DK

- - * " Ji - * * *
• * *^ a * B

* • Dear Ecminik,
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While Brett and I have our differences, believe me
we are very alike when it cones to our tastes in hartkore
type stuff. We both like '80s harefcore alot. our record
collections will reflect that. I'm not as open-minded
about newer stuff as you might think though. I really
think about 90% of the music that cones out these days
(all types and styles) sucks! But that never deters me
fran searching out that 10% that knocks me on my ass.

• 4

My advice to everyc^e is to keep looking and exploring
music because the possibilties are endless.

Vl^ Also, for selling our 'zine over there. Slowly tut
surely, the European ccmrunity will find out what the
fuss is all about! Thanks. -DK

if you can name the film 1 that this photo is from J you will win a copyJ of the next^ HARDWARE!



I want to talk about a couple of things before we

get into the business of doing nasty things like reviewing
records. People, if you see records at a show that you
want to buy, buy them there. There are so many people
selling at shows now that you can get most of the basics

at them. Why give a store $3.99 plus tax for a seven-
inch when in most cases, you'll get it for $2-$3 at a
show. Obviously, you won't be able to get everything,

but let's keep most of the cash within the scene. That
way the right people get the money. This record review
section goes out to all the people who sell at shows,

you are doing us a great service.

Can you believe that the major labels are starting
to press vinyl on a regular basis again?! I have seen
quite a few "new releases" such as LUSH, MAEDER ROSE
and FRANKIE GOES TO HOLLYWOOD out on Lp. The fucked thing
is that they are now pushing them as "a cool thing" and
"nostalgic". Yeah right.

rebels/bands, send us your stuff. We can review any
format. Remember, reviewing doesn't guarantee a good
review, it has to be GOOD for that to happen. -DK

ACME 7"

I guess RORSCHACH left quite an impression on the

European hardcore scene because ACME sound alot like

them. Fast, noisy with a touch of metal that is not too

annoying. I like it. From Europe but you should be able

to get though Ebullition or Old Glory. -DK

(Machination Records)

^A HISTORY OF COMPASSION AND JUSTICE?" compilation 7"

This six-song benefit 7" features WS CRUDOS (good,
as usual), OTTAWA ( thrash/RORSCHACH), JOHN HENRY WEST
(disgraceful recording), DEAD AND GONE (awesome), MAN-
UMISSION (still no good), UOA (pretentious/lame) and
NAKED AGGRESSION ("Stop The Hate", never heard of that
idea before). -BRE1T

Holy shit! When I heard about this I ran to look
for it. This sounds like one of those $5 recording job
comps. that used to come out in the mid- '80s. 7 bands:
LOS CRUEOS (need I say morel), OTTAWA (believe the hype
JOHN HENRY WEST (of course), DEAD AND GONE (o.k.),
MANUMISSION (sucks), U.O.A. (actually not too bad) and
NAKED AGGRESSION (dumb lyrics). Worth the money, but
don't put this record near moisture of any sort. The
cover's made of paper towels! -DK

(lingua Armada 2340 W. 24th St. Chicago, IL 60608)

THE AMERICAN PSYCHO BAND 7"

A pretty basic metally hardcore record. Not too

interesting. Great back cover of Shogun Warriors though

-DK

(Drive Records P.O. Box 50512 Austin, TX 78763)

ANTIOCH ARROW "In Love With Jets" 12"

This is one of the worse pieces of shit I have ever
had the misfortune of hearing. Talk about people with
the "I think I'm cool" syndrome. But hell they can sure
dress. Gravity: Pack it in, you're done. -BRETT

Gravity is definitely slipping up as of late. WHAT
THE FUCK IS THIS CRAP!?!?' What the hell happened to
this band?! They went from being a great noisy hardcore
outfit with a couple of quirks to a shit "art" band.

Words cannot describe my contempt for this record. Utter
shit. -DK

(Gravity)



ASSFACIOR 4 "Smoked Out" 7"

I can't even begin to tell you how incredible this
record is. It fucking blazes! A combination of newer
fast hardcore (like Antioch Arrow) and has older influ-
ences ( such as any good thrash band in the early ' 80s )

.

Kevin should be raised up on a pedastal for putting this
out, alot of people will have the opportunity to hear
it. Get it like yesterday! -DK

I'm having a real hard time deciding how to describe
this record so I'll just state the facts: Nine songs,
all which are good (and fast), I can't make head or tails
out of the lyrics, it's real good. Get this record now!
-BRETT

(Old Glory Records P.O. Box 1814 Brattleboro, VT 05302)

ATLAS SHURGGED "The Last Season" Lp

Real good musicianship and lyrics, as well as nice
packaging, make this a record that I think you may
definitely want to check out. Some parts lean towards
BURN pretty heavily, but they still have their own unique
character. This is pretty solid in all respects. -BRETT

You know Chris (the singer of ATLAS SHRUGGED) has
been telling me for the last year about this record coming
out. Now it's here and it's pretty good. It does sound
like BURN and this band didn't break up and played out,
could see them getting very popular. Good recording helps
bring out the intricate music. You'll probably diq it.
-DK

(Trip Machine Laboratories P.O. Box 36 New City, New
York 10956)

AUTUMN demo

Your basic "emo" hardcore type stuff. It's well done,
but...I'm bored. I'm never really in the mood for this
sort of thing. -DK

($2 to: George Chamberlin 9913 Lindley Dr. Morrisville,
PA 19067)

AVAIL "Live At The Kings Head Inn" 10"

As far as live recordings go this one is great. You
can hear everything very well and it's pretty loud. For
fans of AVAIL this is a good thing to have. Nine songs,
including a cover. The packaging is excellent, it comes
with a big fold-out lyric sheet and the photo on the
cover is awesome. This represents a good effort. -BRETT

($5 to: Old Glory Records P.O. Box 1814 Brattleboro,
VT 05302)

BLEED/PORTRAITS OF PAST... split 7"

Getting hooked up with Ebullition is a real good
way to get heard. I like BLEED (see CTT/BLEED split
review)

,
here they have two more song that are thrown

at you. Good, fast and modern hardcore, so what if you
have to yell "Timber" at their shows, they are pretty
wild. PORTRAITS OF PAST... is more of the same, except
what makes it stand out is the weird sounding instruments
I dig it. Best Ebullition record in a while. -DK

(Ebullition Records)

BRAND NEW UNIT "Under The Big Top" CD

I have alot of trouble describing records like this
because they just don't excite me at all. It's your basic
1994, kinda wimpy, poppy, used to be into hardcore band.
I m sure there are tons of people who like this however,
so if that's what you are into check this out. -BRETT

Pop-punk. Pop-punk. Pop-punk. Pop-punk. Oh how I'm
getting really sick of hearing pop-punk. Fans of Pop-
punk will eat this up. -DK

(Excursion Records)

record reviews



CAVITY "Built For The Human Race" 7"

Whoooaaaai! "Best record of the issue"? Maybe. This
is the CAVITY from Colorado, not Florida, and are totally
iti Loud, driving power pop-punk that owes alot to 45
GRAVE. I thought that it was a reincarnation of Dianah
Cancer singing. More records should sound like this,
simply amazing. If only I had the money to put out their
Lp! -DK

(Black Plastic Records P.O. Box 480832 Denver, CO 80248)

CHAIN TO THREAD/BLEED split 7"

Two songs from CTT and one from BLEED, and all three
are great. CHAIN TO THREAD play late '80s inspired
hardcore with really personal lyrics that are quite good,
BLEED take their influence from more modernish elements
such as AMTIOCH ARROW and the like. Another strong
release.
-BRETT

This long-awaited split of a couple of great new
bands is finally out. CHAIN TO THREAD churns out two
of their best known tracks. The trouble is, they slowed
them down considerably (I don't know if I like that!)
and even with an awesome production, they don't grab
me. BLEED on the other hand, rampages with their track
"Dead Like Us". A mix of fast and slow tempos with alot
of screaming, and a complimentary "Fuck You" at the end.
This is a very good split put out by a very cool guy
who recognizes good bands. -DK

(Soundtrack Of Protest/Patrick 8 E. Chestnut St.
Bordentown, N.J. 08505-2024)

CHISEL "Sunburn" 7"

I guess this is slightly above average emo/pop, but
I just can't really get into this stuff now. Their first
7" is more driving, so if I ever get the urge to listen
to this band that is what I'll put on. -BRETT

I waited to the last minute to review this. I was
fearing the worst and to my surprise it isn't bad. Out
of the three songs, two sound like a speeded up GARDEN
VARIETY. The great production enhances the group's music.
Charles, don't get too excited, I'll probably never listen
to this again. -DK

(Gem Blandsten)

CORNERSTONE "The Truth Hurts" demo

This reminds me of a band I might have seen open
up for BOLD at the Anthrax four or five years ago. As
a matter of fact, they sound a little like BOLD. With
some more practice and a better recording these guys
could probably make a decent record. -BRETT
($3 to: 4 Old Hawleyville Rd. Bethel, CT 06801)

Gavin's back with a new band, but don't expect it
to sound like ABSOLUTION, BURN or anything that he has
been involved it in the past, ttnwn... I don't know what
to say about it. I just don't dig it. Too "alternative"
bad vocals, just plain weird. Maybe there will be an
audience for this. -DK

(Wreck-Age Records)

DOC HOPPER "Chaser" 7"

Three songs of poppy/happy/jumpy/sappy sort of stuff

from this Boston outfit. Sorta like JAWBREAKER just not

as good, still O.K. if that's your thing. -BRETT

(Thrashing Mad Records 29 Perry St. Apt. 1F N.Y., N.Y.

10014)

DIE 116 "Damage Control" 12"

I can accept the fact that the music is a little
weird, but I hate rap/funk vocals. This record just
doesn't make it in my book. -BRETT
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For the crust/grindcore style, it's not too bad.
I've heard worse. The songs do go on forever though.
I honestly think Neil did his best stuff with Nausea
many years ago, but hell it's only two songs not much
to judge by. -DK

(Tribal War Records P.O. Box 20712 Tompkins Sq. Stn.
N.Y., N.Y. 10009)

GIN MILL "Patron" 12"

IWWWV'W
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Wreckage's latest release is from GIN MILL, a trio
with members of some of N.Y.'s popular noise bands. Very
heavy with some noise/art damage. At times, I can dig
it. Others, well... If you like UNSANE, old ROLLINS,"
you might want this. -DK

(Wreckage Records)

HAN-SHAN 7"

DOC HOPPER "Aloha" Lp

This twelve song recording seems to have a definite
HUSKER DU feel to it, more so than their previous
material. It sound less poppy also. Pretty mellow stuff
nevertheless. -BRETT

(Reservoir Records P.O. Box 790366 Middle Village, N.Y.
11379-0366)

DOWN BY LAW "Punkrockacademyfightsong" CD

This is a weird album. A couple of the songs have

really good lyrics and are actually decent upbeat type

stuff that isn't that far from, say, DAG NASTY, the rest

is just boring sappy stuff about girls, highlighted by

a total unnecessary cover version of the song from that

crappy movie "Benny and Joon". Decide for yourself on

this one. -BRETT

This is basically the first time I've heard DOWN
BY LAW. They play a mix of different styles and some

songs here are decent, though I can't see myself listening

to it that often. Very polished. I'm sure the City Gardens

crowd will eat this up. -DK

(Epitaph Records)

Cory (ex-JOHN HENRY WEST) has a new band and it pretty
much picks up where the last band left off. Good, thrashy
screamed vocals. Glad to see it's not some wimp-crap.
-DK

(Soledad 120 State NE #236 Olympia, WA 98501-8212)

HOLESHOT "Pacemaker" 7"

The long-awaited 2nd release by this up-and-coming
Jersey band is finally here and fuck, it's great. More
of that "Nardcore" sound and a very solid recording,
probably even better than the first. Who knows? Get this
before it sells out! -DK

(Reservoir Records P.O. Box 790366 Middle Villaqe, N.Y.
11379-0366)

JARA 7"

JARA retain the heaviness of the live set, even though
the production is a little weird. I like them. I'd like
them even more if there was less of the cheese, i.e.
the inserts of the record. -DK

(Ebullition Records)

FAILURE FACE "All Pain, No Gain" 7"

This 7" seriously kicks ass! No-nonsense lyrics backed
up by brutal music that you can sit still to. These guys
are awesome, I seriously urge you to get this record

now! -BRETT

($3 to: Ebullition Records P.O. Box 680 Goleta, CA 93116)

JUNCTION "Mouth As A Gun" 7"

Was massively let down after hearing this, JUNCTION'S
last recorded work. These two tracks seem like they were

sort of thrown together with a "Let's get this over with"

attitude. Much faster than the 12", which I view as a
classic. This is a very average piece of vinyl. -DK

FINAL WARNING "Eyes Of A Child" CD

A 2 song CD? I don't know about that. This would

have made a pretty decent 7". Real heavy music with vocals

that sound slightly like Lemmy from Motorhead (?) This

is pretty good, I wouldn't mind hearing these songs live

except I dread the crowd these guys attract. -BRETT

(Art Monk Construction)



MOHINDER/NHWITS split 7"

KNOTWORK tape

First of all what ever happened to demos? Photo copied

covers, LYRICS, cheap tapes, blurry pictures. What

happened? Everyone puts out these really slick profession-

al tapes that, in most cases, suck. And this is really

no exception. Just boring hardcore. -BRETT

(Knotwork 216 South Cedar Lane Upper Darby, PA 19082)

MOHINDER. Just like the 7". Good. NITWITS. Punky.

Girl singer. Cool. Water-based painted cover. Annoying.

Get this record. -DK

(Unleaded Records P.O. Box 1333 Cupertino, CA 95015)

MOTHMAN 7"

Really heavy yet strangely melodic at times. If you

like all that noise music that's coming out these days

you may want to check this out. Sorry George, that is

the best I can do. -BRETT

LOS CRUDOS "Las Injusticias Caen Como Pesadillas" 7"

It's Los Crudos, if you don't know what they sound
like by now you had better find out because I think they
are one of the best bands in the country. As for this
record, it's not as good as their other stuff, but it's
still better than a lot of other records coming out these
days. -BRETT

A three-songer from a new Jersey band. Heavy mid-

paced hardcore stuff with a little noise thrown in. Just

not that interested in it. Eh. -DK

($3 to: Flatleaver Records 36 Newell Place North

Arlington, N.J, 07031)

How much do I love this band? How do I count the

ways? I give them most of the credit for saving the slug-

gish hardcore scene. Fast, no not fast, FAST!! Sounds
like you take a time warp back to '83 when everyone was
up on foreign hardcore, except this is from Chicago.

LOS CRUDOS, please play here again! ! ! I ! I ! ! -DK

(Lengua Armada 2340 W. 24th St. Chicago, IL 60608)

NO EMPATHY "They Want Whatever" CD

Pretty much your average well done pop hardcore stuff.

It's just I'm not too into this. Kinda just passes you

by after a while. -DK

(Johann's Face Records P.O. Box 479-164 Chicago, IL 60647)

NOFX "Punk In Drublic" CD

MEREL 12"

Rack this one up as another disappointment. MEREL
were one of the best bands to come out from the ABC No

RIO scene. They were loud, thrashy and wild. One of the

originators of "falling down". I was hoping after the
seven inch that they would just get some good production
and life would be grand. Well, while I got my wish (it

is well produced), the songs are horrible. What's with
the "arty" shit? Where's the speed and intensity? I'm

sad, they were much better than this. -DK

At first listen I wasn't too impressed but now I

think this record is pretty good, I'm at a loss as how
to describe the music, except that it's "modern". I don't
know listen for yourself. The layout is extremely artsy,

but on the plus side the production is excellent (far

superior to the 7"), even the slightly distorted vocals
don't seem to bother me. -BRETT

(Gem Blandsten)

MIND OVER MATTER "Security" Lp

At times this record reminds me of their label-mates

YUPPICIDE, but MIND OVER MATTER are SLOW and heavy. Yep,

heavy and slow. I guess this is the state of NYHC in

the nineties, -BRETT

Better than their previous 7", though it's pretty

much your basic straight-forward hardcore type stuff.

Supposively, they are getting popular in the N.Y.C. area

Just O.K. -DK

(Wreck-Age Records)

The last full-record I heard by NOFX was the seven-
inch "So What If We Are On Mystic?". There have been
alot of records/years since and they've been O.K. to
them. Fast and melodic though they fall into that trap
of being too silly. Better than most other Epitaph
releases, but I probably won't listen to it again. -DK

(Epitaph Records)



NO VIOLENCE 7"

I herad some good things about this band so I decided

to pick up the seven inch. It's alright I guess. Fast

music with tons of back up vocals, tut at points the

cheesyness gets in the way (those crusty vocal parts

have to go! ) . The real draw back about this record is

that it's pressed on the thinnest, cheapest crap vinyl

I ever saw. The grooves are so shallow that my turntable

can barely play it. -BRETT

(Sound Pollution Records P.O. Box 17742 Covington, KY

41017)

SLEEPER "Preparing Today For Tomorrow's Breakdown" CD

Twenty-four songs on this CD. It includes the "Time
And Tide" Lp (which I like a little more than the new
stuff) and a 7". Again this is your sorta poppy stuff.
I'm really running out of ways to describe this kind
of music. I'm sorry. -BRETT

SLEEPER have been kicking around for quite while.
They are one of the innovators of the modern "pop punk"
sound. But like GARDEN VARIETY and JAWBREAKER, they
interest me for a couple of minutes then I start to drift.
Some of the songs here are just too "rock" and this CD
is way too long. Techincally, they are better than most
bands around that play this type of music. There is a
crowd for this. -DK

(Excursion P.O. Box 20224 Seattle, WA 98012)

OBLIVION CD

Sounds like this should have been released on Epitaph
Average hardcore pop. Next. -DK

(Johann's Face Records) TEN O SEVEN "You're Cool" CD

ONE NATURE tape

Ten songs on this tape that are sort of mellow and

sappy, not too much unlike LIFETIME. Not too interest-

ing to me but some may like it I guess. -BRETT

(One Nature P.O. Box 253 Bound Brook, N.J. 08805)

The nicest thing I can say about this is that it's
just not my cup of tea. Too many acoustic guitars and
love songs. I swear some of this borders on country/
western which always sends me into a rage. -BRETT

Oh, no you are not. TEN-O-SEVEN sound like they have

it together as a band, but sound like every other pop-

punk band around. The "rock" stuff creeps in there a

little too often. Eh. -DK

(Excursion Records)

RANCID "Let's Go!" CD

I can see why RANCID are so hot with the crowd these

days. They are fast, upbeat, punky and while you can
tell who their influences are, they maintain their own
sound. So why can't I really get into this? This would
be good background music while doing layouts on our 'zine,

but 40 minutes of this is a little repetitive. Fans will
definitely dig it. -DK

Twenty three songs. If you liked their first album
you'll definitely like this one too, except some of the

songs seem a little contrived. How many songs can you

write about being homeless and drunk? They do have a
song called "As One" and the first line of it is "War

between races". Maybe Lint found a WARZONE 7" in a Sal-

vation Army? -BRETT

(Epitaph Records)

REFUSE TO FALL "Stalemate Sessions" 7"

Krishnas! Ugh! Mid-paced hardcore with sung vocals

Boring to say the least. -DK

(Drive Records)

UNDERTOW "At Both Ends" CD

UNDERTOW are one of my favorite bands in the country

right now, and this recording pales in comparison to

what they throw at you live, but the first four songs

are great, especially "At Both Ends". This is probably
one of the best releases of 1994, in my opinion. -BRETT

(Excursion Records)

VELOCITY GIRL "Simpatico" CD

I was, as I'm sure many others will be, shocked by

how bad VELOCITY GIRL's 2nd full-lengther sucks. I don't
understand how a band can go from playing great noisy
pop to unnerving country & western/rock with stale vocals

Why the throw away instrumental that lasts for like a
minute? "Drug Girls" and "Hey You, Get Off My Moon" are

the only decent tracks here and I must say the packaging

is simply amazing, but packaging does not make a record

good. Biggest dissappointment of the year. Glad I didn't

buy those tickets! -DK

(Sub Pop)

SHROGMUNION "Farietales And Dreams" 7"

Heard mucho good stuff about this band's first release
but was disappointed to say the least. Your average
present day West Coast stuff. I do like the switching
male/female vocal thing though. Maybe next time it will
be more together. -DK

( Reprercussion

)
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YOUTH BRIGADE "Happy Hour" Lp

This is the second YOUTH BRIGADE release since the

reformation and it still hits as hard as their older

material, just in some parts it slows down a bit. I can

still feel the sincerity in their music and the dedication

is evident. These guys are legends. Recommended highly.

-BRETT

(BYO Records P.O. Box 67A64 L.A., CA 90067)

H,
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FAILURE FACE
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VO/IH OF TCOAY. The Band. TTie People. The legend.

What can be said about than that already hasn't been

said. This band came to N.Y.C* in 1986 and <*anged forever

how hardcore music was presented there, frilte possibly,

charged how the entire country played this music*

Definitely, made an impression an countless thousands

arri began the straight-edge movement that still continues

in cne form or another tcday.

I n»t Ray for the first ttira in 1986. He blew rae

off. What a jerk* A few of us that wasn't in the Ycuth

Crew had alot to corplain about. I wanted to do an
interview for my new 'zine (which never quite material-

ize^, so I asked Duane (of Sane Records, a record store

which ctily carried hardcore and was a place that helped

keep the scene together back then.) to ask Ray if he'd

be into it. A couple of days later, I saw Ray at Venus

Records. He said he'd like to do the interview because

he wanted to clear up all the rumors and shit like that.

(There was so much shit talking back then.)

When I read this again I realized so ntich has changed.

I've been a vegetarian for five years now and Ray is

a Hare Krishna, Tfcan he didn't want to talk about
religion, now you can*t get hljn to shut up about it.

Ch well. I could talk voluoos about him and YOJIH CP
TCOAY. Hell, I could write a took, but I'll let this

interview speak for itself. -DK

Youth of Today were the best. A* far as I am concerned

llicy made some of the beat Hard Core music ever. Enough said.

To all you people who loved them a few short years ago and

rip on (hem now; "I remember all Ihc things thai you said..."

Brett XXX

Interview with Ray Cappo Of YOUTH OP TCDAY
Dec, 21st, 1986 in Sane Records, N.Y.C. Present were
Bay, Me, Sam Crespo, Luke, CMane (owner of Seme* and
various members of the audience

HW: Weli, we knew before YOUTH OF TCDAY, you and John
(Porcell) started out in VIOIfiVT CHIIflREN.

RC: John didn't join until the last year of VIOLENT
CHIIDREN.

HHi What was the time the transition was made into vunii
CF TCDAY?

RC: It was May of '85. It Just happened one day.

HW: What made you fonn a band in the mold of YOUTH OF
TCOAY?

RC: Well, when we were in high school, VIOLEMT CHrtlREN
came together, so we all started to grow to9ether. John
came into the band, John and 1 started growing in a
different way. Getting different influences. The other
guys in the band were into KISS aid MDTLEY CRUE and shit
like that. They still liked sane hardcore, but I wasn't
into that shit at all. Jcftn and I had our own ideas on
what we wanted to say with the baitf. We never really
loved VIOLHfT CHII£«EN, tut we liked it. We liked it,
it was fun and we got to play out.

HW: How lona did that band last?

RC: VIOLENT auLCREN? A long time. A couple of years.

HW: The tape that you released this year (VC's "Rock
Against Spindlers"), *as that old material?

RC: Yeah, I didn't put that out. that was a kid I knew.
Ttiat was after the 7" was released ar*S that recording
was without John.

HW: When did you record the single "Can't Close My Eyes"?

RC: Recorded, I think in Octefcer of #
B5. We toured with

7 SBXNDS. 7 SBXNDS went up to Rochester, we didn't
go with them that day* So we went into the studio and
recorded it.

HW: So did Kevin Seconds produced the record?

RC: NO, he didn't.

HW; He didn't?

RC; Not at all. We just said he produced it,
didn't like this kid at all.

HW: well, I read the MRR interview a few nr>nths hack
ard thought he said that he did prcduce it.

RC; I don't remember him saying that at all. He didn't
do it. Kevin put out the record.

HW: How many were pressed to date?

RC: Positive Force goes through this guy, like treat bigger

record labels, it's run through people. There is no actual

|

Positive Ftarce pressing plants. This guy is, well I don't
really trust hLn that much. So I really can't say. About

3,000 copies. I really to't knew who keeps books on
it and Kevin doesn't knew at all.

HW: O.K., let me get to something about ideas that I'm

bothered about. First off, do you cctisider yourselves

a pacifist or a militant straight-edge band?

RC: I have to pick one or the other?

HW: Well, no. What v«ild you consider yourselves closer

to?

RC: Well, it's like saying two different things. That's
like sayln?, "Do you like punk or do you like metal?"

HW: Let's oenpare it to old Boston values and attitudes,

and what went en and such.

RC: I den't think we can say we are "this" or "that".

Actually, I'm not a pacifist, but I'm pretty close to

one.

HW: Co you think violence is justified in certain
situatiers?

RC: Uh, wU, it's a hard thing to say. I think the mo*t
beautiful people never consider it. Then, me personally,

keeps me fran being a pacifist. Because if I see a girl
being raped, I'd step in or if I saw sanecne getting

beat up.

HW; Gr as an act of self-defense, which I'm trying to

bring out.

RC: Well, I'll get to a certain point where, tapefully

I'll become a pacifist, tut, I'm not. That is right now.

HW: What made you decide to be or beccme "strai^it-edge",

the idea of it?

RC: Hell, it came before Minor Threat. When we first

started getting into punk, we wanted to get away firm

the whole high school thinq, which we were all in the
9th and 10th grade. Me were sick of all that. Where drugs,

long hair arti AC/EC were all a part of that. We tried
to go into the other direction, tried to get away fran

it all. Stopped drinking, just said no drinking, Then

I started a little again in high school, then realized
it wasn't uorth it and just stopped.

iiw: For me, I consider straight-edge like all your life.

I don't consider "beirag reformed", then calling yourself
straight-edge. What do you think? Do you think a person
has to fce pure or do you think that's justified?

RC: You mean a guy who like never drinks?

HW: Let's just take a guy who was doing drugs last year,

new got off of it arrf now is like I'm straight-edge.

RC: Yeah, I guess it all depends. I think kids have a
pride that they conquered something like drugs. I guess

you have to tell me nore about this kid/incident,

HW: No," I'm lust saying as an exapnle,

RC: Well, that's what I wxild say to that.

HW: Uke I'm saying this because in 1986 we've seen
straight-edge and the unity movement rise rapidly, espec-

ially this year, compared to other years and definitely

in N.Y. compared to other places. You've seen it. Ycu're
in a band that has a good following right now. Like,

so what do you think when you see a kid, cne year into
drugs and like now I'm straight-ec^e?

RC: Well, look you'll always have trarrts In hardware.
In N.Y.C, you've had millions of trends. It's been d^ath
rock, it's been punk, it's been skinhead and it's been
whatever this is called. You know, you've had trends
in any sort of social group. Of course, it has it's fucked!
up parts. You have people doing because their friends
are doing it, tut the fact is suppose there is seme trend
to help old ladies crces the street or sanething. Would
you rather see that or the "Spray paint the walls" trend
or "Break windows" trend. There are trends, so if the
kid sees his friend helping old ladies across the street,
something goal canes out of it. I think there are alot
of fakes, but at the same time I think there is a lot
who get sucked into it and want to get more out of it.

I don't think there is that much evil cooing out of it.
Rather than a skinhead txerrf, which I think causes alot
of problems.

HW: O.K. so how about the live show. The first tijne I've
1 seen you was in June of '86 with Crippled Youth, Warzone
and Rest In Pieces (6/8/B6). I had the record when it
first came out and for me, it was real gcod, happy that
sanething like this was coning out, tut when I see the
live show, I was like really let down. You know, I could
accept the slam dancing, stage diving, large crouds of
kids and sing alongs, but for me, it had a negative
effect. It seemed no cne cared about what was being said
and they seemed violent. I mean, I've seen sane kids
get fucked 141 real bad.

RC: I knew, I know when I dance... I can't dance to
Screw3river, I can't dance to Dr. Know. Usually, when
I dance, I'm inspired to dance* I move. Like to 7 Seconds
I dance the best. When Bold or Wiiform Choice play, I
get siked and that is what I think dancing should be.
The movement of your body, ycur roves. Your soul has
been (roved and that is what I think it is all about,
I think lots of kids, you can definitely tell at the
Ritz, people are just playing the role.

HW: Ttiey are.

RC: I know, you can see and you can feel it. You can
feel they den't have anything in it. You can tell the
kids wtH> really like to dance. You can tell taw they
are roved by it, and it doesn't really matter how they
dance. You know they are really loving it. They know
what's going en. Y'know, but, like I said, hardcore
attracts alot of weird, fucked up kids that are just
into it because of their friends are into it.

HW; New let's tallc bands. Who tto you think is the roet
lnfluencial band on the circut right now? A band that
has iwnething gcod to say.

RC: Sanething good to say?

JW: Yes.

RC: That is a hardcore bai*3?

HW: It could be any band.

RC: I den't know if you can call 7 Seconds hardcore,
but, I love 7 Seconds. Love Uniform Choice. I love Bold.

HW: New how do you feel about Bold. Alot of people give
them criticism, esp. me. Well, first of all, they're
very young and I can understand that. I know myself that

there is alot of change between the ages of 14 and 18.

Do you think, I mean I knew you are friends with them,

but, how do you think sometimes? to you fell strongly
about them?

RC: "Item as in friextfs or as a group?

HW: Than as a group, say you were somebody that didn't
oven know thm.
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RC; I like tfial they say, Ws're friends, but friends
though they don't live near me anymore and we don't hang
out with them, I mean they cone (town en weekends and
stuff, but I den't hang out with than as If I write the
songs for than. They really write their own songs and
shit like that and the things they cere up with. Like
when KSD plays, it's like watching us play, I man I
do everything we set out to do and that's why I iove
YO/1H CF TCOAY, I den't think there is anythir*? wrong
with that. It's not an ego problem. I just love what
we do, I think every band should love wnat they do,

Antway, BOD are into what they do. At first, when they
got started, we were a big influence en them and they
got criticism for that. In the same way, you knew when
you are in the 9th grade, you latch en to older kids,

Wtien I was in the 9th grade, , . I mean I talk to those

kids (BOU» and you talk to any other kids, it's incredi-
ble. Ifcw much they have grown out of it and I've got
to hand it to them, I oan't judge them, you can judge
anyene.,,

HW: O.K. What about sane of the hands en the N.Y. circut?
Are they really a tlgUt and unified thing?

RC: I think alot of the people are cool, Ncne are pretty
much the sane. Although they all Ixmp us together; YOtfrH

OF 'J' DRY, WARZONE, STRAIGHT AHEAD, LKCERDCG ,,. but forget
it, we're definitely not Che same bands,

HW: What about the bare) changes? It seems the nucleus
has just been you and Jchn.

RC; We're the original mothers, but new's Richie's in
it. He is really into it.

HW: But, how do you feel about .that? Say scmaone sees

you three times and every single time it is scmebody
different.

RC: I never meant this whole thing to be a trend car

whatever, I don't think it has a time limit en it because,
I mean, I've been into the scene for years and it's
definitely changed alcng the way. I have had the same
sort of ideas since I was young. That is never going
to change and I hope it wan't change in these pecple
whether there into hardcore or whatever they are into,
They'll still take pieces of it with than, I den't care
if the trend dies, if we have scmething to say we'll
say it,

HW: What about these songs on "Connecticut Fun 1'?

RC: We were a band about two weeks, that was the very
first time we have ever recorded.

(Right about new, I sense Ray is getting on edge, so
I offer to end the interview, tut he wants to continue,)

HW: O.K. so we vA^n't close this, but, do you have anything

to say? Because I don't want to piss anyone off, but,
for me, the whole decision of straight-edge,., I have
been this way all my life, frcm what I've seen and what
I feel. Basically, it's the whole idea of it, you know

the drugs, the alcohol and the cigarettes. People think,

"Oh well, you can just have seme fun, " But in actuality,
it's not. So what do you thinfc? I know you said before
it's the whole high school thing,

RC: Well, I just think the whole thing, drugs, socking
and such, ihere is nothing ODnstructive caning out of
it. Although, when it canes right dewn to it, smoking

a cigarette or a joint, drinking a beer isn't that bad
if you do it once in awhile. Not that bad, but it's not
good, rothing like that.

RC: How do I feel about them? Live and let live,

KW: (Sam) You tton't have any negative views towards them?

RC: I don't,

HW: (Sam) I mean can you stand them or not?

RC: Of course I can. Then that's just like saying can

you stand blacks? Coesn't matter if a black guy punchee
me the face or a gay guy punches me. It's a man,

HW: (San) You have heard about Doc Martina, right?

RC: Doc Martins? Well, we will get back to that. Oh well,

yeah, a lot of people frcm the suburbs think of gays

as sons weird cult group. Gays are just people. ..It's

no big deal, they don't bother me.

HW: (Sam) Do their actions bother ycu?

RC: What are their actions? What are gay people's actions?

Gay people are just people who like man. Not like they

are sneaking around wearing dresses. They're very cpan.

HW: Especially here in N.Y.C.

RC: Everybody's got weird things about thm, 1 have weird

things about me.

HW: {Sam) wall, you krow, N.Y. has a history, like the

old N.Y.C. bands going "fag-bashing".

RC: ttot all old N.Y. bartfs. A lot of people do.

HW: (Sam) A lot of people judge N.Y. bands for that.

THINKINO STRAlOHT
LlfE S FILLED WI1H MANV PATHS

WHICH ON€ SHOULD I TAKE?

WMEN IHE CHOICE COWS, I WONT RUN
I1L SE THINKING STHAIGHTI

LIFE'S FILLED WITH CONFLICTS W£%L FAC£

WEXL OVERCOME THEM THINKING STHAIGHTI

EXrtHfcMfcNT WITH YOUR MIND

YOU SEE THINGS I CAN'T SEE

WELL NO THANKS, FRIEND
eECAUSE NOW IT ENDS WHEN YOU PUSH THAT SHIT ON UEI

MY MIND IS FREE TO THINK AND SEE

STRONG ENOUGH TO RESIST TEMPTATION

WEVE BEEN STRONG FOR ALL THESE YEARS
YES. LIFE GETS HOUGH, SO WE\i STAND TOUGH AND CONFRONT

MLOURFEAflSI

WAKE UP AND LIVE

Wake up and live your life

See what there is to see

I won't sit around alt day
'cause life means more to me

So many kids content
to sleep their lives away
But I'm gonna try

to make the most out of this day

It takes some motivation

It takes some love for life

Why just sit complacent
and let life pass you by?

Boredom is a choice

I choose not to make
unlock that door, strive for more
there's a better path to take

Wake up and live - breathe every breath
Wake up and live - until my death

Wake up and live so much to do
Wake up and live all of you
t'mon . * * open your eyes.

RC: Hey, I wish we had a permenant line-up. You know,
what can I say? IWell, when we first started, the people
on the record, only Jchn and I were really into our ideas.
While Pehce and Graham, Graham was our frierxl, but he
wasn't really straight. Peche wasn't straight at all.
It takes alot to find people with the same standards.
Same ideas to be into YO/m OF TCDAY.

HW: So there is a certain standard to be YCX/IH OF TCDAY?

RC: Yeah, if you want to call it "starriard". It is Just
kids who are going to think like us. I mean before we
are going to go out on a limb and say aanethirq, we
definitely all have to cone frcm the same roots, I'm
not saying we are all clones, tut we have alot of the
same principals.

HW: What do you think of what alot of the political barcls
are saying now, that they can't get in rowhere, that
it is so divided.

RC: You know what happens alot. Alot of prcple, when
it gets right down to it, don't really care what the
message is. They just want to see gcod music and whan
the bands den't deliver the good nusic, then they don't
care about the message. Than again, en the other hand,
if they have good music, then they start listening to
it and get mare into the massage type of thing.

HW; Ito you think the political aspect of hardcore died?

RC: No. I don't know.

HW: What about the unity aspect of it? The present, raw?
How long do you think it will last?

HW: When you hang out, you don't Just seclude ycurself
with your friends, do you? Let's Just say semebedy is

drinking, you don't Just walk away frcm them?

RC: I have alot of friends who drink, I mean I go to
bars and cfcm't drink, 'cause my friends are there.

HW: I couldn't even do that. I am not violently straight*
edge, but there Is certain things I von't do? Well, ycu
play in a place, like CBCB's, you have no qualjns against
playing in a bar?

RC: No.

HW: (I call my friend Sairmy's attention to the interview.)

Hey Sam, do you have any interesting questions for Ray?

Be constructive.

HW (Sam): Ttiat song, **Break Ccwn Tfce Walls", what does

it mean? Does it mean groups ar skins and punks?

R: It means like walking down the street and seeing these,

ah, two feminine guys and saying, "Lcok at those tvo

gay guys, must be a gay neighborhood." It's hard not

to Judge whether pecple are colored, black or white.

It's certainly about prejudice, but basically it's about

judjing people before you get to knew them. Or like,
"] /«. .;: at those poeers over there with their mohawks and

leather jackets J
11 You know whether they are into the

music or not, they might be odoI people. Just because

people aren't into hardcore dcesn't mean they are not
ceo 1 1 Sane of my coolest friends are not into hardcore

or punk.

HW: (Sam) j> w do you feel about gays?

RC: Hell, I hate to get judged and lunped into a hardcore
catagory. I mean hardcore has definitely got a millicm

things going for it. At the same time people were "fatf-

bashing", there were people who weren't. I would never
do it. I would never go and attack aanebody. It's a very

stupid thing, I think.

HW: So there is no prejudice whatsoever involved in your
ideas?

RC: I try not to be preju3iced. Of course, there is

probably a little prejudice sonewhere.

HW: I guess everybody has a little.

RC: Sometimes, it's inborn, if not inborn, a lot of it

is what you grew up with. Scmetimes I don't feel
canfortable around gays, just depends on the situation.

You know, you go to the Pyramid club you feel a little
weird. It's all a part of, you know, different things

you den't experience, you are going to feel weird. It's
like being on the subway with all black people and being

the only white person. You'd feel weird.

KW: I kinda felt that way in a irovie theater in Brooklyn.
RC: You try not to be prejudiced, fcxit you're not, it's

you just feel unccmfortable.

HW: You might not be prejudiced, tut the others might
be. You get that feeling.

RC: Yeah. N.Y. is a lot different than a lot of other
places anyway.

HW: (Sam) How well do you think the straicfrit-edge message

is being received?



WE'RE O T I THIS ALONE
KW: See you alot in the stores.

RC: Can't seem to stop collecting records, I like to
go backpacking, go camping...

HW: Whan cto you find the time to do that?

RC: Lately, I haven't. Last time I was out west in the
Grand Canycn. oh no, went canoeing not to long ago,

HW; Anywhere around here you can do that?

RC: I used to <*> that in the Appalaclan Trail, but that
my personal thing. I don't know about Youth Of ^today's

personal things

-

HW: tow do you feel about N.Y.C.?

RC: Oh, I definitely think it's being received! How well
to I think it's being received? I think it's being
received, definitely, kids cane up to me. 1 know kids,
kids like Craig (present bass player) before he was even
in our band. Craig used to be seriously into pot airi
stuff, then bands like us and other bands just turned
him around. Not saying it was all us. I've had kids cane
up to Ht saying if Crippled Youth wasn't arourri, they
jvouldn't have beccme straight-ed^e. Music is a powerful
tool, you know.

IhH: It is, it lsl

RC: And if yoa have aanething good to say, you should
say it. I*t your views be kncwn. At the sams time, there
are alot of bands out there going around an} putting
cut evil messages.

HW: Yeah, O.K., talk about music. What other kiirfs of
jrusic do yi -u listen to?

RC: I like old punk, I like X-RAY SPEX, BUZZCOCKS, DEVO,
|AVE*rass, I collect records.

HW; Co you like any of what we might call "above ground 11

I
music?

RC: 1 don't like mainstream music really. I like 60s
I music, bands like IOVE. I like Bob Eylan alot. Sinrcn
|and Garfunkel, don't really get beycud that. Cti, I like
'aos ska, but I don't like 60s ska,

HW: (Sam) What Oil bands?

RC: What Oil bands? I like the old BUSINESS and I like
The COCKNEY REJECTS a little. Ncne of it really matters
anyway, but I like sane of it.

HW: I msntioned before that I thought this was the year
of cannerclalism. Hew do you feel about it? The caimer-
cialism, are you seeing, like the extreme press that
followed punk. Especially here with that Efcnahue show
and such.

RC: Yeah, alot of it, you knew, is not good when it is
portrayed in an half an hour or hour, or in an article.
Ihere is alot more to it.

HW: But, what do you think when you see your friends
on T.V. trying to prove... you knew. I couldn't bring
myself to do rcroathing like that. Unheard of... trying
to prove scmething when you dcn*t have to prove your-
self to anyone.

RC: Well, yoi den't have to prove it to aaneone, but
I think it's a good idea to speak your mlrri. TO say how
you feel and explain where you are coning frcm and why
you put things en ycur jacket or whatever. Well, that's
how I feel, I think I have to prove.

HW: What prorated you to play a Rock Hotel shew? (Aug.
9th 1986; DISCHARGE/C.O.C./D.R.I.Aami OF TCDAY) Hiat
is a question alot of people were asking.

RC: We all made a decision. We just did it. (I tell him
about the press conference with Chris Williamson en the
day before)

HW: Hew do ytxi feel about what people say it stands for.

I mean I go to the Ritz alot (not Rock ttotel shows though)
|

but you ware en a bill with three bands that wouldn't
attract the same crcwd you do. How cto yew feel about
the kids paying like $10, seeing yew and leaving?

RC: It sucksi I didn't have any geed feelings afcout

playing, just bad feelings. I cried after we played that
show.

HW: So what's you favorite kind of place to play? Do
you like playing CBQJ's alot?

RC: I like playing CB's but they are really hassling

lately about the 16 years old thing. I mean when I first
started going there, little kids went! The aertual club
structure ttough, it's one of the best around. I sort
of like playing big shows, you knew. I think every band

wants to play a big show, sort of like you get to be
Van Halen for a day. If you play the Ritz or you play
Fenders*. .Play Fenders for 1500 people, play Sacramento

for 1800.

HW: Let's talk a minute about the gang violence out there.

RC: N.Y.C.? Ctood points and bad points. I love it. Takes

a certain kind of peracn to love it. Things you feel

are different, the hate and misfortune, the good and

the bad. I think people are alot more real. I mean people

out west, it's like a topical paradise, never like a
real. ..seems so fake ccrrpared to N.Y.C., which feels

real. Just like things you see here are so ugly, you

also see pretty things, you knew. Beautiful things every-

day. Anytxdy grcwlng up like where I grew up, where you

only see a certain anount of whites, jews and blacks,

you are only seeing a slice of the pie. Where N.Y.C.

is the wtole pie. I mean ycti see people die, I never

saw a person die until I moved to N.Y.C. You see people

die, people get hit by cars. I mean ycu see this shit
like once a week. You see people pull guns to your head.

HW: (Sam) Duane tells me that you arti a friend are going

to form a label.

RC: Yeah, my friend Jordan wants to do it.

HW: (Saro) Is it an idea or ia it fcrning?

RC: Well, I think it's goiraj to work. I've been wanting
to start cne for a lcng time. T was cne of the guys who

started Hew Beginning.

What Kould you do if you seen
croud? What vxxild you say?

this big fight in the

RC: I usually stop. I seen a fight at the Ritz, I stopped.
It wasn't a gang fight, but I do what ever my instinct
tells me. I usually stop the song. Try to break it up,

which we have done at all times at CBG&'s. At the Ritz,

I juitped off the stage. Especially like the things you

are saying, lt*s ridiculous to have gang fights. You
see sane people out here that have to hang out in a gang.

I don't go for that. If there was a gang fight, I'd
probably walk off the stage. Can't really say unless
there is a situation

HW: tow do you feel about skinheads and punks, this huge

thiw? seems to go on forever. Wo are taUcing true

skinheads.

|RC; True skinheads? True skinheads are a working class
kid fran Bigland. Any American whose's a skinhead ia

sort of trying to rip-off another culture. It's like

I

me walking around in wooden shoes and claiming I'm a

Dutch boy. Sort of weird, sort of like a ranantic thing.
People want to be sanething else, like all these bands

en that N.Y. Beat recard going around and dressing ncd.

I mean the way we dress is the kids we hang out with

just developed into dressing. A natural way...

HW: Your own style.

RC: I mean it's not identical, hut you call tell the

N.Y. kids have their own style and I think that's cool.

Like each little scene has their cwn way of growing up
and ..Lirtlng their own culture, but going out aiti buying

I
Fred Perry shirts and Doc Martina. You knew the reason

skinheads go out and buy Doc Martins is because they

|are a cheap bcot for the working class,

HW: But they are expensive!

|RC: They are! But over there in England, they are not.

Now people will buy than because, "Hey, it's cool to
wear them,"

HW; So do you have a strong stance en fashion?

RC: I wish T could, but there is a definite...

HW: Like say going to the Rock Hotel...

RC: I think fashicn is definitely a factor in life that
fucks up people, fucks with their minds. Definitely.
Just the fact that we have mirrors. Mirrors fuck people
up. Why do you look in a mirror? You are twt looking
into it to irake ycurself happy, look in the mirror and
see how other people perceive you. Yeah, that's fucked
up, yet, we all do it. I still locfc in the mirror.

HW: Well, you kinda have to.

RC: You den't have to, but you knew.

HW; But, it's natural because mirrors are all over the
place. You always see yourself.

RC: I saying it's really hard to break out of it.

HW; O.K., what kind of hobbies do you have? That you
are really into?

RC: Right row, collecting records...
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HW: What does it Involve to put up a record label of
that sort?

RC; Takes time. Alot of time,

HW: Do you have any idea of what bands are going to be

OTltat

RC; Me are gaing to do a conpilation with YOUTH OF TCCAY,
BOLD, ffTOAIOfT AHEAD anil UNDERCCG*

HW: It's going to be N*Y. bands only?

RC: Ttiat cm will be a N.Y. one.

HW: (rta quickly running out of things to ask.,.) Uh,
well, anything else you want to say?

RC: That thing he showed me before. Doc Martins?

HW: (calling Sam again) Hey, Sam, shew that Doc Martins
card to Ray.

HW: (Sam) Me knew you are not a fascist band, you are
against fascism?

RC: (Yawning quickly, tut his response is in the yawn,
I think it's "Well, yes.")

HW: (Sam) Ifcw do you feel abut that?

RC: About what?

HW: (Sam) Fascist bands.

RC: Fascist bands. I guess you are going to have to
describe what you mean by that.

HW: (Sam) Or their new label pro-American.

RC: 1 think pro-American leads to nothing but fascism
and hard right-wing things. Where as taking a step back
and looking at it, I'd say we are more a leftist band
nore than anything. Definitely not pro-American, but
pro what-you-set-out -to-do and they are not doing it*
I mean Ronald Reagan is such a right-wing guy.

HW: (Sam) Yeeeaaahl

RC: I go for what's right and wrong inside and definitely
Mr. Reagan doesn't. He wants things better off for the
upperclass.

HW: (Sam) Well, you can be pro-American and not agree
with Reagan.

RC: Well, I can't understand how you can be.**

HW: (Sam) Pro-American moans for America.

RC: X tall ycu f I dcn*£ understand how the poor (Sam
tries to interupt to no avail), den't understand how
the poor can be pro-American because the more you fight
for it, you are not going to get anything out of it*
I mean, ycu'd vote for Reagan, he doesn't want to help
the poor, he wants to get rid of itt Do you think all
those skinheads who are pro-American, pro-Reagan and
pro-having a fascist goverrment, 1 mean, who are they
kidding? They would be the first to gol Do you think
they want a bunch of weird kids around wearing Doc Martins
and supporting those guys?

HW: Do you have any political or party line at all?

RC: Like I said before I don't have a party line, but
I definitely slant towards the left. I mean you have
the left and the right. You ahve caring for the people
and you have caring for the elite few. I'm definitely
in the left, I'm definitely for the people.

HW: Do you think there should be a party for that?

RC: Ch yeah, might work in N.Y.C. and there is Berekley.
In alot of cpen-mined cities, but you know. (Sam canes
over again.)

HW: (Sam) Ycaj can be pro-American, but you can't blame
your country for the goyverrment. Why hate the country
]ust because of the government?

RC: Well, what are you proud of?

HW: (Sam) Because you are lucky that you are free, unlike
alot of the countries that are ccmnunist. We shoud be
thankful for that at least,

RC: You're right,

HW: (Sam) But those people have to get together and make
a change, you know but that is my opinion.

RC: You can say, "I'm lucky to be halfway in the mud,
than being smothered in the mud.", but why stould I have
to have restraints en ma anyway? Why should I be thankful
for shit I should be getting? I think everybody ahculd
be, I think Russia should be free. Just because I'm saying

{

I'm not pro-American doesn 't mean I'm pro-Russia* I'm
pro-freedan, I'm pro-living life. You can see, you know,
it's not era or the other* I think that is like saying,
"N.Y. hardcore rulesl" or I'm proiri of...

HW: What do you think of the dlvisiccment that eveybedy
seems to have put into place?

RC: I think it's so sick to be putting up borders* You
can be pnxri of indivjual accccnpt ishments that your scene
has made, "Yeah, we work together, we build a club, we're
proud of what..."

HW: But basically that didn't happen here,**

RC: Rightl Right, but like sayirq sanething like, "I'm
proud I'm white*"

HW: that's sick.

RC: It's a stupid thing, why should you be pnxri of
something you can't help or didn't do. Like I work hard
on my hand and me and my band did scmething good. I can
say that I'm proud of my band.

HW: How did the fifth menfcer ccme into the band?

RC: He is like beet friends with ma, we shared alot of
the same ideas. He has always loved YOirm CF TCOAY*

HW: But, I mean as the musical aspect of it, as a 2nd
guitarist.

RC: It wasn't that. It was like, "Let's get Richie in
our band!" and it worked out.

HW: So you did it for the sake of that. So what
about...anything. Do you have any parscnal ccrrments?

RC; Well, ask sera more controvarsal questions, I'm in
the mood for it* I was expecting much uorse.

HW: Like what...Hey Samny, he said he expected much worse.
Do you want to dig into the real shit?

HW: (Sam) Yeah, alright*

RC: The real shit you wanted to ask?

HW* O.K, let's say religious beliefs.

RC: Mine]?!

HW: (Sam) Religious beliefsS

RC: That is sort of personal***

HW: (Duane) Jfcw much maney does he have? Ask him that.
That gets sort of personal, you know.

RC: That's sort of personal.

HW: (Sam) Yeahl

HW: Well, that's sort of liJce straight-***^?, that's
personal*

RC: I know.

HW: What kirri of views <to you have?

RC: O.K., well not really views but I follow Mark. Matthew
and Luke.

HW: (Riane) What's wrong with Jchn?

RC: I den't knew if John really recorde anything. I guess
he did.

HW: (Duane) I think he wrote the Apocalypse part.

RC: What did John write though?

HW: (Duane) Jchn wrote the Revelations In the Bible.
Paul wrote,*.

RC: Oh well, I'm not into Paul, Paul was Just a reverend
or a priest who had his am interpellation of it, wrote
it and they accepted it. You can't really hate him for
what he did or believed. Be did alot of the iairorality
sort of things, alot of the things the Bible is criticized
for, Alot of old-fashicred things, can't bl*ne him for
it. Because that's what was wrong with the times. You
knew, 100 or 300 years ago, it was ttought to be
definitely right to have slaves. This is tow people
thought then. Paul wrote about perversicn, limorality
and anti-gay.

HW: Co you think religion is a forceful thlnj?

RC: I think it's a good thing, I den't krow what you
mean by forceful*

HW: I mean, do yew think it's forced en people?

RC: Oh, I think you have to get into it. I definitely
think most religious groups are fucked up. *toet all are
fucked up because they are very opinionated. I have found
sane cool people who are into it. Basically, I think
there is just cne rule; love your fellow man, love your
brother and love ycur enany. I think that's true airf
that just separate the good frcm the bad. You can love

|
the perron yaj hate, that's bound to brin? people
together.

HW; (Sam) There is sanething our friend wanted to ask.

HW: Yeah, he wanted to ask southing real u*i. I'm trvim
to think**.

HW: (Sam) He said sanethir^ about jocks*

HW: Yeah, that's it* Alot of people se*n to think that
YCOTH OP TCOAY have this jock image about them. What
do you think about that?

RC: We (to. Jchn, Richie and I all play football. I wrestle

|

and ran track*

HW: I play touch at warkl (Hah* Hah. >

HW: (Saneone frcro the crowd) I've have a question for
you. You knew acme people say straight-edje or to be
positive thinking, you have to be no eatinj meat* to
drinking or no whatever. Like being straight -edge, do
you think that is true for everybody? Because if you
want to be positive, it doesn't matter what kind of things
you do. In a way, you know what is right. I mean you
might drink a beer, but

, you know what is ri^t.

RC; I think you are confusing the t«> things. Rmlly,
straight-edge is an anti-abusive thing.

HW: Or yew might have added the sex part of it* What
do you feel about that?

1THE FLAME STILL BURN?
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RC: It's the anti -ctosessive thing. Don't follow your
dick around, you krcw.

HW: (Oiane) The sex part of it I?

HW: Ttiat's part of itl

RC: I mean it's everything. Not Just sex and drinking
or even record collecting. Dcn't get ctoossive with
anything. Take things in moderation. Being positive Is
how you Interperate it. I interperate positive as looking
forward to the future. Looking forward to living and
loving life. It's a view of life.

HW: O.K., I'm like all out of ideasl I didn't even have
time to write down any questicns.

HW: (Sam) Ox yeah, Ray remenfcer at the last show, you
said this scng is about pecple who think its alright
to eat meat, I took that as everybody who eats meat,
you don't like. Do you know what I mean?

RC: No. I feel it's not right to eat it* I think it's
not right to eat meat. I can't hate people for it because
everytcdy dees it*

HW: But what is the point of that?

RC: The way I said it pas because they make us think

it's O.K. They make it so available, package it and change

the name to chuck, ground chuck. They rrake us think it's

rot norral, I think it's really sick. It's a twisted

type of thing. Butchers are very twisted people in the

same way murderers are twisted people. Ttiey have to kill.

HW: Are you into animal liberation? Or you wouldn't go

that far.

RC: I read into it, tut I'm not a...

HW: You are not a fanatic about it.

RC: Yes, I'm not a fanatic. I do it in moderation. It

is sort of a personal thing too, I take my cwi personal

steps. I don't terri to te judged for it and I can't hate

poDple for eatittj meat. It's not about hate anyway,

W: You know the way I feel about it, it is Just like
a fcod chain. Animal experimentation is definitely wrong.
It's like we are all animals but they dan't want to
experiment on humans.

RC: I don't think it's part of the food chain. I think
if you want to kill an animal, you'll go out with an
axe and kill cne. I think if you see an animal cut in
the street driving you car, you wouldn't try and run
it over. I'd think you'd neve because you don't think
it's right. I think the worst people were born violent
and they breed violence. I think it's iq> to that person
to correct themselves. So it is definitely a violent
action* I feel violence is the warst crime of them all,
worse than stealing, worse than mail fraud or any type
of fraud of any type of thelvery. I think it Is the korst
thing you can do. You know you can centralise this if
you want. You asked me about the record. Co you remember
any of the new songs of the top of your head?

RC: No, the new one. ("Break Down Ttie Walls")

HW: I've nust have heard it, Cuane has the tape, right?

: well, there's "Honesty1
' and ...

RC: "Honesty" isn't about being henest and telling the
truth and all that. Really has nothing to <k> about that,
"Honesty" is about living an heneat life. Which moans
living a life where you give [rare than you take. It's
afcout people who are so wrapped up in greed and forget
afceut other people. It's like is Pros. Reagan honest?
Well, he vouldn't ateaj anything fran the store, but
he does not live an honest life, there are things like,
I dcn't feel a hungry perscti taking fruit is being
dishonest, I think people who spend their rroney loosely
is dishcrast. People who spend their meney on quanities
of material objects, I think that's pretty dishonest.

HW: (Sam) You knew my friend Adam, he's into animal
liberation. I was going to give this to him. (pulls out
this business card fran a taxidermist.)

HW: Taxidarmistry. I think after an animal dies it is
a beautiful thing to...

HW: Let's just say the animal dies natually.

HW: (Sam) I don't want no ireosehead.

RC: No way! Imagine having a stuffed himan?

HW: If there is a beautiful animal...

RC: Wait...what do you think of a stuffed human?

HW: Oh well...

RC: The same thing.TH

HW: Well, you do have a point there.

RC: I think it's a twisted thing, amethii^ out of a
horror story.

: (Sara) Yeah, really isn't it?
RC: A stuffed animal.

HW: Have yew ever seen the taxidermist step over en 33rd
St.? All they have in the window is penguins and this
huge polar bear.

RC: I don't think it's beautiful either.

Fairmont Park Show

• - asents;

HW: O.K. Let's close this thing up.

fit Art* 12nnnn
RC: (tot like they dies of old age either. They were shot
or killed.

'get off at Market it.

HW: Well, I guess that's it, anything to say in cloainj?

MC: Ho. HW: O.K., no closing Garment. Riverside
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I never was the biggest fan of YOUTH OF TODAY, but they were
a colorful bunch. Someone could bring them up among our circle of
friends and we could talk about them for hours. The shit talking that
went on in those days had to be heard to be believed. I just wanted
to write about some of the things that happened back then, because
they are such vivid memories. The following things are true, because
I was involved in each tale.
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Once Ray was riding his bike in N.Y.C. ar

was sideswiped by a cab. He was a bit bruised and had
the ear. "Yoi Don't touch it!" Ray said after someone
a closer look. For days, my friend Sammy came up with
"Fix My Chain!" (to the tune of "Thinking Straight!")

either crashed or

(I think you
remember the

can figure
titles but

that one out!) plus
were very funny.

ty cut behind
take
songs
Hard"

many others which I can't

a nasi

wanted to
alternate
and "Land
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Some Records was run by a cool and down-to-earth guy named Duane.
He once went to England for a week and asked Ray to run the store while
he was gone. That place was Youth Crew central the whole time. I
remember walking in Saturday evening and Ray and some of the guys had
a pile of matchbooks in the center of the floor and they were behind
the counter sailing lit matches into it. I was like, "Duane would kill
you if he knew about this." The next day there was a huge CBGB's show.
About 8:00, I went down to Some afterwards to pick up my bag of records
and head home. I walk in and there is like 50 kids with cash and records
in hand. Ray was like, "Dude! I really need help here!" He was alone
and I was like, "I got to go!", but had a change of heart. Together
we took care of everybody in like a half an hour. It was alot of fun.
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As you already know, I'm really into rare records. I wasn't always
like that. I used to find the stuff and just give it to my friends,
I thought it was more important that they be happy. (I guess I still
do that but, with an added twist, I keep what I want.) Ray and Porcell
have been credited with starting the disease of record collecting in
the hardcore scene. They both had disgusting collections. An example:
One day at a Dag Nasty show in front of CB's, this guy pulled up and
started putting out boxes of records. I was with Sam Crespo (a good
friend of mine back then) and we walked over. Noticing that there was
nobody around, we had dibs. The record in front was "Walk Amoung Us"
by the MISFITS. Original. "How much are the records?" "$4 for Lps,
$3 for 7"s." We were both like stunned because this was a really rare
disc, so we asked the question again and recieved the same answer.
This guy had everthing! 'One of the most complete collections I had
ever seen at the time. (The guy we later found out was a friend of
Sam's brother and had been going to shows for like a long tijne.) I

had like $15 on me, so I had to borrow money from Sam. I got NA "Tied
Down", DYS "Brotherhood" and both MINOR THREAT 7"s. Then the unthinkable
happened. I'm bent over the record box, look to my right and see the
Youth Crew running up! "Oh, shit! It's Ray and Johnl" I exclaimed.
In the ensuing carnage, I got pushed back for the boxes. Sam said that
Porcell was pulling him away by the ankles.

--- ,4 .v.

Later, I gave "Brotherhood" to Adam and "Tied Down" to John K.

and hung out in Some Records with' Porcell, Alex Brown, Tom Rockefeller.
John said he was disappointed with Ray because he stole "United Blood"
from the guy. We were all like that sucks because the prices were so
cheap. I was funny because Ray showed me the record before asking why
I didn't grab it. "I didn't see it. I got all these though!" If I had
more money that record would probably be mine now!

LIFE'S BLOOD played a show at this place in Long Island called
Sundance. The same night YOUTH OF TODAY was making the video for "No
More" at the Anthrax, so LIFE's BLOOD said alot about how much that
it sucked and Y.O.T. sucked for going on Caroline. The next week at
CBGB's, Ray went up to this guy Glenn I knew (a tall goofy looking

Ray

what the hell was wrong.

He said he didn't like what was said about him and his band by
LIFE'S BLOOD. I was like, "Do they have to ask your permission to say
something negative?" Ray said, "I don't know man, but like nobody says
anything against the CRO-MAGS because they would get their asses kicked.
We are an easy target because we wouldn't do that. I'm just getting
sick of being talked about and won't take it anymore!" Later, I told
this to Adam and he was like, "Well, the CRO-MAGS never went on stage
in front of people and said, 'We'll never go on a bigger label' or
'Hardcore's a movement, not a fucking business"' I guess YOUTH OF TODAY
put their foot in their mouth there.
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AffH-MArrOj #4 Si x 11 56 pgs. $2,00

Norm la back, with probably his best issue yet. Zine
and record reviews, interviews with Ian Mac Kaye, Richie
Birkenhead, CHANCE 9mm, JAWBOX are! Mike JUCGE, "profiles* 1

of the INSANE and SHIFT, as well* It's all really good,
except that the layout is too slick, in my opinion. He's
obviously trying to shoot for "bigger and better things".
Well, we'll see. -BRETT

TTiare's alot to like about Anti -Matter. Norm's a
decent interviewer (the Ian MacKaye c*>e is quite gocd)
and he reviews alot of 'zings and records. It Just that
uore often than not, this 'zine rubs me the wrong way.
Is it the full-page ads? is it the "profiles"? (Ibe
problem with Journalism majors is that they all write
alike.) Is it that if this guy lost his canputer he would
be lost? I dcn't know. Anti-Matter has it's good points
but way too slick for my tastes, DK

(Anti-Matter 151 First Ave. Suite 107 N.Y., N.Y, 10003)

BELIEF #3 8J x 5i 28 pgs. $2.00

Tills a really good half-sized zine fron Southern

California that has plenty of good pictures as well as

an interview with PCRtH) DOfcN and reviews of types of

music fron pop to hardcore to jazz and blues (?). It's

a damned good read. -BRETT

M3rf here is a good example of a carputer generated

fanzine. Best part about it is the review sectim, thoy

cover many different genres of music as well as books

arai magazines, etc... Best thing I read: On his play

list, "BCflN AGAINST-noie". Worst thing: His very dunb

viewpoint on gays artf AIDS. Get it nonetheless. -DK

{Belief 2214 Lake Forest Ct
H

2478)

KJOGET #3 Bj x 11 $2,00

San Bernardiro, CA 92407-

Pretty run of the mill. Interviews with HOOVER,

CUHRQfT, JAWBREAKER and CHIK) HORDE. -BRETT

(2707 Valitont St, #211A Boulder, CO 80302)

BffiO* #100 fold-out newsprint $1»0Q

Definitely a step ctown fron his previous efforts,
HffiCR is Sam Mc Pheeters's new publication, [tat much

goirog on here, though there is a good interview with
the guy who runs Kill Rock Stars. For a 'zine claiming

to be the "Official Newspaper Of Vermiform Records",

there is rot much about Vermiform Records in it . -DK

(Vermiform Records P.O. Bdk 12065 Richmond, VA 23241)

GHH-IW KASTARD #10 8j X 11 24 pgs. Jl .50

You can always count on Bill Florio to entertain
you with GREEDY BASTARD. Inside is an interview w/ EARTH

CRISIS (which has to be fake), his trip to Puerto Rico
w/MEDICINE MAN, QUEERS interview, a look back at Can

Cottontrouth (remefftoer hljn?) and ends up with asking
different people about their Bar Mitzvahs. A ^xd read

when not in a serious state of mind. -DK

More of the usual hilarity fron Bill* Who else wauld

have thDught to make a "Cbttconouth" centerfold and ask
Punk Rock Jews to tell about their Bar Kltzvahs? The

Earth Crisis interview is real good too (Ha Ha). -BRETT

(Bill Florio P.O. Box 1014 Yctikers, N.Y. 10704)

HEARTATTACK 02 8$ x 11 46 pgs. .25*

Kent and crew deal us another issue of this new bi-

monthly and it is definitely better than the first.

Interviews with LOS CRUCGS and ICCNDOAST, many up to

date fanzine and record reviews, colmms and a letter

secticn. Thankfully, it sc«ns to be iroving away fron

the MRR look that prevailed in issue cue. Ftar a quarter,

it will not be beat. -DK

This issue is definitely better than the last cne

by a long shot, it still lcoks like MRR, but who cares,

it seems to be gaining a personality of it's cam which

will expairi with tijne. I must say that Kent's column

in this issue is cne of the best that I have EVER read.

Boy does he hit the nail right on the head. -BRETT

(Heartattack P.O. Box 848 (toleta, CA 93116)

KILL TOE MESSBNGTO #3 8± x 11 22 pgs. *1 .00

It might be lonjnielayed, but it has been worth the

wait. PsuedD- interviews with SLEEP and EYEHATKO) and

a very involved ASSUCK tour diary. There are a few reviews

aid opinions also. While it's a good read, I feel Frank

could do even itore with it. The printer who did harewahk

*3 aid 4 wouldn't print this because it said EYEHATB3H)

on the cover! -DK

Excellent follow-up to the last issue. Frank tackles
this one alone though, which is good. It includes a very
interesting ASSLCK tour diary fran last summer and a
couple page essay about SLEEP and a short interview with
EYEHA3TXXD and sane informative record and 'zine reviews.
-BREIT

(Frank Cassidy 23 Wilson Tterrace Elizabeth, N.J. 072O8-
1712)

MANCK FARM #3 Bi x 1 1 64 pgs. $1.00 ppd.

I den't know about this issue of MANCR FARM. The
last issue was chock full of all sorts of band inter-
views and was dene well. Tills time out it's just full
of personal rants/cpinions and articles. Seme of it is
o.k. but... Cbsts a quarter at a show, the post paid
price is because it's so massive. -DK

(Micheal T. O'Brian 711 Raitan Ave. Suite #18 Highland
Park, N.J. 08904)

MY WAR #1 x II 22 pjs. $1,00

Seems like Matt finally got his shit together because
unlike nost previous effortsr this is one hell of a 'zine.

There is a lot to read here, the majority of It good
and Interesting. lots of stories, many record, show and

'2ine reviews and interviews with STICKS AMI STCHES,
HfflEStttf and QX) IS fK CD-PIUW. All that is needed here

is a better cover and backgrounds, which really detracts
fran an otherwise great fanzine. Keep thou caning. Matt.
-DK

It's not much for the eyes tut there's alot of reading
in here, which I like. Mare reading and less flash. I0TS
of record and show rviews as well as interviews with
H0I£S1*7T, STICKS AND STCNES and <XO IS MY CO-PIIOT. -

BREW

(Matt Borlyant 7 Lyccming in. E. Brunswick, N.J. 08816)

RUMPSHAKER 02 8i x 11 36 pgs. $2.00

Very clean, carputer/ typewritten canto 'zine, better

than the first issue. Interviews with Q4DFOINT, SNAPCASE,
LIFETIME, SICK CF IT ALL and his WW (!). Also, pictures,

reviews and viewpoints. Good fanzine that should appeal

to alot of folks. -DK

Pretty decent issue with scene gcod pictures and short

interviews with QDPOOTT, SNAPCASE, LIRTJME, SICK OF
IT ALL are! the kid's ran. It #s just a little too

cenputerized for my taste. -BRETT

(Rurpshaker 72-38 65th Place Glendale, Queens, N.Y. 11385)

SQttWC FRCM INSIDE #3 8± x 11 20 pgs. $1.00

Pretty decent music and rambling fanzine freni Minni-
eapolis. I would have liked it alot better if it wasn't
clone on a cenputer, acme of it is unreadable. Int. w/
GREQJ DAY, AVAIL aittJ NAKED AQ3SSI0N. Worth supporting.
-DK

(C&rissa P.O. Box 13044 Minneapolis, m 55414)

STUOPff TOIVH* 02

Another gcod fanzine. Uhat's going en these days?
This cue has interviews with HXTTHPIECE, EARIfl CRISIS,

ENDPOINT, INCCCISICN fanzine and CCMN BUT NOT OUT fanzine,

as well as seme short record and 'zino reviews and seme
really good pictures. -BRETT

STtCOff CRTVER 02 8j X 1 1 40 pgs. $2.00

Mudi better and rrore fleshed-cut than the first one.
Interviews with ICUTOPIECE, EARTH CRISIS, EUDPOINT, JH-
CCCISICN FANZINE A COW BtTT NOT OOT FANZINE. It also
has a few reviews and opinions, pictures and a pretty
decent layout. It's getting there. -DK

(Brian Molloy 14 Doasley St. W. Orai^o, N.J. 070S2)

THRILL! 0U smal] fomtit 32 pgft. CM stamp

Very cool indie pop 'zino fran the guys in CRAYCN.
Many reviews of the latest indie 7" A 12"s arri loads
of 'zine reviews make this a great source for this sort
of music. Get ltj -OK

(Sean and Jeff 722 11th E. Seattle, WA 961021

TIDBIT #5 8i x 11 J2.00

This Issue is alright, the last cne was better* IjDts

of pictures and an interview with SENSfcFIQJ}. A few
reviews of major label CD's which he cfr/iously got for
free. -BRETT

(P.O. Box 5846 Huntington Beach, CA 92615)

TOUIH AQffi #1 8i x 11 20 pgs. .50*

A very basic thrown together 'zine which didn't cto

too much for me. There is seme stuff worth readin
, but

I didn't get into it. -«t

(1904 Quill Une Dmlard, PA 19076)

WAR ON ILLUSION #1 Bi x II 34 pgs. $2.00

I picked this cne up en a whim, only to discover
that it is torcall's new 'zine. It looks rwthing like
Schism, which is a shame because the ccntent in this
thing is really thin and there are no SICE BV SICE
pictures. Even the interviews are short and rot tco
interesting. The enly bright spot is that Porcell wrote
an article called "Has The Bige Gone Dull?", which start*
cut alright, but degenerates into bad reasoning to bacons
a Krishna. Where's Alex Brcwn? Maybe he can help! -BRETT

When Brett told me he picked i^> Etorcell's new Krishna
"fanzine", I was like "Huh?" Uhere the hell tto I begin?
I really don't knew. What can I say that I haven't said
already about this kind of shit that has infiltrated
the hardcore scene {well, rot like much of a strajgle
was put up to step it, noet have just let it happen.)?
Porcell, do ycu really believe that we are all supposed
to buy into this? If you really want people to understand
what it's all about, write fran your own mind, rot fran
"the Doctrine". This 'zine just ends up being a tip sheet
for Krishna and Equal Vision Records. Worst case of brain-
washing I ever did see, right through the fuckinj riixper!

-DK

(Bhakta Porcell 4» W. Aliens lane Philadelphia, PA 19119)

W>lbH'S UNDKKGKCXJNn MUSIC DXPBJICBY FCR NYC 1994

6J x~5j 36 pgs. $3 ar*3 tw stands
"

Well, Stephanie has been wanting to do a fanzine
for quite a while, I guess this is the final result.
It's called a "Wcmen's Guide" but I can see this easily
being adapted for "Men" bands too. Has addresses and
phone numbers of clubs, rehearsal spaces, recording
studios, labels, etc.*. Pretty corprehenslve to say the
least. Also there are two interviews: Debra De Salvo
ex-FALSE PR0PHET5 and Diane Parris of HFHU. Ihis looks
like it took alot of effort to get together and worth

supporting, especially if you are a struggling "girl"
band trying to get off the grcund. Get it. -DK

(Hiddloston 56 Sterling PI. 03 Brooklyn, N.Y. 11217)

WKra 02 8J x 11 36 pgs, $1.50

This is exactly what I like to see. A good fanzine.
Reviews and a interview with FARSIDE and good pictures,
the rfcal highlight of this issue is the exceptional writ-
ing by Peter. He's a smart guy. -BRETT

(Peter Hart P*0. Box 950271 Mission Hills, CA 91395-0271)
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ALOP€ iT> A CROIUO

Tills interview was dene by myself, Rob Mars and Chris

Strickland for a fanzine we wore going to do together

that obviously never even got off the ground- As a natter

of fact, it didn't even have a name. We wanted to

Interview Jules while wo had the chance, that night was

a lot of fun, and I can still ronmber alot of funny

things that happened that day, so if you are interested

read cnl

Friday, Novefitoer 25th, 1988: CHAIN CP STRBfTCH, Al£HE

IN A CROWD, HOGAN'S HEROES and JUDGE at the Anthrax,

A good show to say the least, I'd kill for one half as

gcod today* Rob, Chris arid myself decided (of course)

to make the three hour trek up to the Anthrax around

six o'clock. The shows at the Anthrax started around

ten, so if we left at six we would miss alot of the

traffic and still make it in time for CHAIN. I finished

up at work arourri 5:30 and went hone to wait for Bob

to pick me up. At this time Rcto was in CRUCIAL YOJI1I

(he was Ollie Grind) and they were recording for the

classic "Crucial Yule" 7' that afternoon, but Rob assured

me that he would be ready by 6:00, So I'm waiting, and

gettiroj nervous because this was the shew ot the

'Htm.
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"as far as I was concerned. Anyway, finally around 6:30

the phone rings, it's Chris. They're still in Joe

Crucial 's basement recordirq "Christmastime For The

Skins", but it's alirost finished so they'll be leaving

soon. I was still nervous.

Finally* they show up and we're off to Connecticut.

As it turned out CRUCIAL YOmi had two irore songs to

record, but rob told thesn that he HAD to leave to go

see AiCHE IN A CROWD, and of course the rest of the youth

crew didn't give two shits about hardcore anynore so

they didn't sympathize. Bob left anyway and that was

his last official act as Ollie Grind. For those of you

who own the "Cmcial Yule" 7", check the band member's

names aivl you'll see Ollie "Ye Faithful" Grind cx\ the

list. It's things like that make me say I'll NEVB* sell

ray records.

As it turned out we got to Connecticut a little early

so we decided to skate this gas statical scmewhere near

the Anthrax. We're skating away, doing slappies on the

painted curbs when a Jeep drives up to us and soneone

asks Rcto if he knews how to get to he Anthrax. I skated

over to see who it is and it was Mike Judge. Being a

little nervous around such a big man, Rob gave him sane

real antoigous directions to the show. I remeotoer saying

to Itob, after Hike drove away, that if he gave Mike Judge

wraq directions and he never makes it to the shew. I'd

kill hira. He inde it after all. I wish Farcell was with

him though, that would have mde things ten times funnier.

I bought a red, loraj sleeve Judge shirt and threw
it in the car. CHAIN OP smEHGlH were, of course, awesome*
< n the first note Alex krocked all the drums over. It

was great. Then it was time for ALCWE IN A CRCWD. They

were all setting up, but no one saw Jules yet. I was

speculating that he had lcng hair of something. Finally

they're ready and Jules makes his appearance, wearing

a white, Champion sweat shirt with the hcod up and a

Judge shirt over it. He took his hood off, revealing

a freshly bleached crew cut arti started yelling about

something. By this time I was ready to bust, he a>uld

have been calling my irother names and I wouldn't have

cared. They opened with "Is Anybody There?" and everyone

absolutely nuts. Remember this was their first show and

no ore had ever heard them before, yet as soon as they

started playing people were going off. It was great,

they played all of their songs plus a GOVERNMENT ISSUE

cover, much to my delight. After the set Chris and I

asked Jules if he would do an interview for our as yet

unnamed fan2ine. Jules, being a perse*) to never pass

up an opportunity to talk, said yes.

We went into the back roan and sat ctown on the couch
while Rcto went out to the car to get his nother's tape
player which we would use to record the interview. Rob
hareied the tape player to me and immediately started
to kiss Jules's ass. I noticed that the record button
was missing from the radio. "Uh...lk*> the button is
missing" "I don't care, fix it." O.K. Rob. Being the
resourceful person that I am, I took the rewiitf button

out arri attached it to where the record button should

go, arri we were off. We hardly no questions, tut that

didn't stop Jules. To his credit, he could sure cto an

interesting interview. After ve heard Hogans Heroes erd

their set we decided to finish up, because I cxuld stand

missin? B3GANS IEW>ES, but never JUDGE (who of course,

were awesare). It was a marorable night. As you can see

I rerantoer a lot of stuff almost six years later

,

Jules had a lot of good things to say in between

songs that night. I have a tape of that shew and thought

it would be interesting to let you all know what he said,

so the stuff right before the interview is exactly what

Julee said that night five and a half years ago. Mien

I'm at scma shitty show and everyone is sitting cti the

floor watching four darks in thrift store clothes and

glasses they (isn't even need play crappy emo/noise

/rock/shit eorejs, menories of shows like this one at

the Anthrax keep me going. I hope that things will once

be that goad again, but I know they never will. The people

are gene, the Anthrax is gene, everything frcm that time

is gene. But 1 can still hope and reminisce, can't 1?

"Is anybedy there? Does anybody care? Does anybody see

what I see? CR AM I JUST ALCtffi IN A FU30W3 CROWD?"

"I have only cne thir^ to say to you people. And

that is, it's fucking good to be back. This next song

is really important, because it deals with the most basic

thing, which is sincerity. This *wng is gona go out to

two people wto are standing on this stage with me. Oie

is Itob fran UPPFFCUT, and the other is Carl, frcm a band

called RAW CEAL- Ihis band wasn't really meant to be

a band at first, it was mrant to be a record, which will

be coming out. But these guys have something that a lot

of people don't have and that is commitment. They have

other bands, they're not going to be playing with us

anynore. This is the only time you guys are going to

see this line-up together. This song goes out to those

guys. IF YCO ARE SICK OF PEOPLE 03IM3 BACK CN HEIR VKKDS

THAT THEY SAY, IF YOU ARE SICK OF PK>PLE MO ARE SntAIGHT-

EDGE CNE DAY AND NO EDGE THE KECT, IF YOU ARE SICK OF

PEOPLE LYIM3, THEN SIN3 A1XWC. THIS SCWE IS CALLH)

CCfttnWElTr! 1 1 1 1 !U M 1 1 ! 1 1 1 ! 1 1
1

"

"We're side of it. New I want you to understand that

this bare* hasn't had a lot of time to be creative. We

cxily have four songs. So don't wait for the last song

to dance, cause the last »ng is probably going to be

the next cne. Ihis next song goes out to a specific type

of person that cones into the scene... it's a type of

girl that thinks she can find sane kind of respect and

status by knowing people who are infleuntiai in the scene,

wto will stoop to any level Just to be fucking respected.

You can rot be respected if you are not a human being.

This song is rot about the people who are real, it's

about the prople wto are fake. And this song is about

people who think it's rot who you are, IT'S WB3 YOJ

KNCH1 i 1 1 1 III 1 M 11 ! I i 1 1 1 1 M J

"



"I^t me take a little breather here for one second.
This is goona be the last song. I'm gonna take a lot
of shit for this one. But I suppose... I suppose that's
really what this is all about ...taking shit for what
you believe in. Sometimes in even the most positive people
there are negative emotions. I am not talking about
fucking picking fights, and I'm not talking about fucking
playing games, you know, bullshit. When people threaten
other people with idle threats and expect people to treat
it as a joke is bullshit. That's a lot of bullshit. This
song is called 'When Tigers' Fight' I hope you really
understand what it's all about. FUCKBI' PUSSIES... GO!
DANCEMMM II!"

"You want to do it? You want to do it? Alright, tune
up, tune up, we're going to do one more. But before we
do it I want every body to get off the sides of the stage
cause I want to dance to this one! Hole shit, they did
it! Incredible. Alright while this guy tunes up I'm gonna
take this opportunity to thank people. All these guys
right here. They are the ones I'm going to thank. They're
my old friends from a time that is gone and it's not
forgotten either. This song goes out to all my old friends
like Alex and Porcell, and Ray who's in India. All my
old friends, like Luke. You guys are pissing me off here.
Why don't you fucking give these people a cheer? These
people work harder than you have ever worked in you
fucking life! It also goes out to my new friends like
these guys from California like HARD STANCE and INSTEWD.
And the bowling pins. But especailly this song goes out
to one person, and that is Mike Ferraro from JUDGE, be-
cause without his encouragement this band would never
have gotten together and he's the one that really
convinced me to do it. This set goes out to him. This
song .is an old D.C. song by a band that you might not
like now but at one time they were really, really hard.
This band is called GOVERNMENT ISSUE. This song goes
out to the Youth Crew. , old and new. This song is called
TEENAGER IN A BOX! GO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"

J: I got it out of a comic book, I think that's where
I got that idea. Well, ALONE IN A CROWD comes out of
alot of the things I said in SIDE BY SIDE. Everyone's
going to be different, there's no point in trying to
be the same. People may agree with certain things and
large groups of people may say the same things, but they
are all different, they are all alone in a crowd. Alot
of things change real fast. Alot of people who were
friends, people in bands that were tight, aren't close
anymore. That made me feel kinda alone, everyone was
on this new kick. I was like, "Wait a minute! I thought
you were my friend, I thought you guys were friends."
That's another reason for alone in a crowd, I felt
everyone changed. Being too progressive, and I'm here
being the same guy I still was. I don't know it was hard,
that why I picked the name I guess.

HW: How did you enjoy the show?

J: It was hard. I was so fucking nervous, I thought I
was going to puke. So much was riding on this, alot of
people came up to see us. Surprised, I glad to see that
people still believed. One thing that was really go about
the show, it was like they listened, they were really
motivated and went off. It was really good. That's was
it's all about. The motivation.

-**
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HW: What are some of the songs called and about?

*s

"This is not the end. It is only the beginning."

J: The first line-up for all you historical hardcore
people is: Jules: vocals, Howie: guitar, Lars:guitar,
Carl: bass, and Ron: drums, the new line-up is Rich on
drums, and Glenn on bass.

HW: What made you use ALONE IN A CROWD for a name?

it

J: Off this EP, there is four songs and we got one song
going on a SCHISM comp. called "Is Anybody There?" It's
about how alot of people change and here I'm thinking
the same way. Feeling the same way I used to about
hardcore and what's it all about. I guess it's a plea
for people to open their eyes and look and see if there
is anybody there that feels the same way that I do.
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There's another song that I have to talk about because
everybody is going to jump down my throat about this
one, is "When Tigers Fight". It's not about violence,
People call my house and threaten my parents and threaten
me, that to them is a joke. I don't think threatening
anybody in any way is a joke. It's a serious thing and
it should be dealt with very seriously. Not about taking
revenge, it's about how I feel when people jokingly say
stuff like, "I'm going to carve an X on your head, you

straight-edge pussyi" It's about not taking it, it's
about showing you are making a challenge here. Alot of
people think the lyrics are very violent and could have
been thought out better. When those lyrics came out that's
how I felt, and I thought this whole scene was about
saying how you feel, not what people want to hear.

HW: What do you think about SLAPSHOT, "Straight-Edge
In Your Face"? It seems like SLAPSHOT is the only band
who can get away from that.

J: Dude, all I have to say is that musically that SLAPSHOT
is one of my favorite bands. However, all I know is that
people have been being, I'm not going to name any names,
caught up in a sort of rock star, self-gratifcation way
of using hardcore. I'm also really sick of N.J. kids
trying to be like it's old Boston, that's another thing*
I have to say. Nobody can be old Boston but old Boston,
and I'm getting really sick and tired... It's good to
know what the past was about, good to know about Boston,
but stop trying to be it. That's bullshit. SLAPSHOT 's
"Straight-Edge In Your Face" is wrong because... it's
not what straight-edge is about. Straight-Edge is a
personal thing and you keep it, you are commited to it.
If you have to be in somebody's face to be straight-edge
then you are just a pussy, that's it. You either have
the edge or you don't. If you cut people with it, you
suck. Choke's a big fucking guy, you wouldn't catch me
fighting him in a million years! That whole thing is
bullshit. I like alot of the music and I know a few
people in the band, I don't have anything against them.
But it just seems that there is a whole new Boston/N.Y.
schism that just shouldn't be around. People just don't
understand, I'm sick and tired of people just not
understanding.

HW: What do you think is more important the music or
the message?

J: It changes...I mean it goes in cycles, sometimes it's
bad, sometimes it's good. And what's interesting enough,
when the bad times comes around, you really know whose
true and who's not. It's like a crucible, you burn out
the bad elements. When the bad times come around, the
people who are not into it leave. Right now I think it's
in a upswing, hopefully, it won't be to big. I don't
want to be a rock star, I have other things to do with
my life. Hopefully, people will open their eyes and it
will be and a elitist thing and the pure people will
be in hardcore. Not the fucking dicks in along for the
ride, you know.

HW: What do you do besides the band?

J: I go to school and work. I work on a boat, I'm going
for my captain's license someday. My radio license real
soon. Everybody works or goes to school or both.

HW: Is there any place you wouldn't play? Like in a club?

J: To be honest, I really don't want to play CB's but
I will. We are only going to be allowed to play there
once, I guarantee it.

J: In any case it's the message because the message is
I
what makes it hardcore. I mean metal is hard, but metal
doesn't say dick. Hardcore is about saying your fucking

J

mind without worrying about like people telling you that
you are wrong... it is the complete free way of speaking
your mind. The music stems from the meaning, not the

| other way around. The music is very important because
that's what gets it across to people, but the words are
the bottom line no question. Metal is a style, but I
want to keep my hardcore pure. I'm not really into metal,
but certain bands use it to their advantage which is
really good.

HW: What are some of your influences?

J: Too many to name! DEATH BEFORE DISHONOR, I can't say
how much I love that fucking band! I don't know... Our
new stuff is influenced by so many different bands and
styles. Mostly it's bands that things to say, it's much
less of the newer bands, more so the older bands that
influence me.

HW: Is hardcore changing for the better or the worse?

HW: Didn't SIDE BY SIDE get banned from CBGB's?

J: Yes, so did JUDGE the last time they played. That
place sucks. There's alot of place I don't want to play,
but there are so few places to play that we don't have
much choice.

HW: Is there anything else that you want to say?

J: Yeah. There is one thing that we are going to start
talking about real soon. And maybe it's wrong but I don't
see any other way out of it. There is a disease that
is spreading into our scene that we just can not allow.
That is called white power. Racism. It is such a part
of culture outside. We should not and do not need it
with us in here. It's wrong. It's time that we do
anything, anything possible to get the idea to stop giving
these fucking pussies influence over millions and millions
of people. Geraldo Rivera deserved his nose to get broken,
he's giving them free speech. Fuck those people. Let's
run them out with fucking guns! Let's do it! I'm tired
of seeing them around and that's my closing statement.
Oh, and Dennis that bouncer from CBGB's is the biggest
fucking bonehead and lier. If any of you read that shit
in the N.Y. Post, don't believe that shit, because you
know what's up.



Hay 21 at was the last Middlesex stow of the school
year. Before I get into that though l want to talk about
the events that took place earlier in the day. Ttiere

was a record convention in Hoboken, N.J. that WW put
on. Surprisingly, there wasn't too much there. X ended
up getting Maximum Rock 'N' Roll #1 and a few other early
issues for Brett's graduation gift. It happened to be
that a record buyer from Japan was looking for hardcore
/punk records for his store. My friend Geoff by chance
had a shoobox full of 7"s he was going to try and sell
at the show later on in the day. Vie met up with this
guy and he ended up taking quite a few of them. He picked
out the worst stuff imaginable and Geoff walked away
with close to $300! I couldn't believe it.

Got to Middlesex a little early, met up with people

I didn't know and went to get seme food. I came back

a half an hour later and the place was packed! People

selling stuff took up all the table space. I was lucky

to get one myself. The line-up was DEACOJY, STICKS AND
STCNES, BCWEL <?), LIFETIME, BOLWCING SOULS, INTEGRITY

and YOUTH BRIGADE. Because I had to watch my table, I
missed practically all of the bands' sets.

Some guy came over to the table with a video camera

and started taping. I asked what it was for (I've had

my share of experiences with news reporters to be a little

paranoid.}. He said for a movie he was doing. He looked

familiar so I asked his name. "Shawn Stern". (I thought

he looked familiarl) I then told him that we were looking

for him to ask if we could interview YtXJm BRIGADE for

Hardware. He said cool after the show (which Brett took

care of).

I was very happy to see most of YOUTH BRIGADE'S set.

I was expecting the worst, but was entralled beyond belief

as was moat of the crowd there. They played most of their

classics, highlighted by a rousing performance of "Men

In Blue". During the instrumental part, they asked people

to come up on stage to sing 3tuff into the mike. Somebody

ran up, took the mike from the stand and started yelling,

"Fuck the police!" At the very same time, Brett was pushed

up onto the stage. He goes over to the empty mikestand

and is about to scream something. Brett then realizes

that there is no mike , thus shrugging his shoulders,

dives back into the crowd. Hilarious, to say the least.

All in all, this '-as one of the best shows I've

attended this year. I met so many penpals and people

who have read Hardware. The highlight was when Simone

verbally berated me over what I wrote about Keith Huckins

last issue. It was quite funny. Simone, you haven't a

clue and you never will. .^__^
June 3rd was a show that Charles Haggle put on in

his hone town of Paramus. He found a church that was

willing to have shows providing that there was no

problems. AVAIL, GARDEN VARIETY, WESTON and RYE played.

Since I had a table inside the space, I had no choice

but Co watch ail the bands. They all played well, even

though I'm not really into them. The place was packed!

350 people showed up. Charles thought maybe 100 max.

This was a good sign, hopefully more people will catch

on as more shows are planned, ^^^

June 24 Lh Charles had another show in Paramus. This

time I was really interested in seeing some of the bands.

NATIVK K». CURRENT, TIE YA1W0S and ANGEL HAIR played.

Watched ANGEL HAIR for a few songs. Just amazing, defini-

tely a band to check out. I wanted to watch mora but

being the good friend I am, I went back to my table and

told Brett to check them out, but be back after their

aet Of course I then missed THE YAHMOS because Brett

didn't come back until after their set. Oh well. Didn t

watch the other two bands because I was having too much

of a good time with my friends out in the hall. I met

a coupUTof cool people (Matt and Dan), a nice time in

general

.

.^^^^^^^^^^^^^M ^IWBi
^Tf^'the ccmplaints. The hallway where the f»

was was tec narrow. There were these ooat hooks JU***
one Sde v*ich of course I impaled myself againstone.

There were rany injuries. It was in a ^ffewnt roc*

this time and you really couldn't see the bands urUess

vou were upfront. Next time Charles, the bigger roan

SaSn S ^y event, do get to one of these shows when

they happen, I forsee good things about it,

July 13th Geoff picktri me up to go on a lcoonng trek

to Butler, N,J. for a sh™ Chris Kelly A Charles Maggie

was having. Charles called me at 5:30 p.m. asking if

Geoff and I could help him get the P.A, into has car.

New the show was at 7:00 and there * an Ixwr a drive

ahead! well, the members of JABA met Charles and helped

him. so much for that. Geoff's father told Mm a short

cut and it actually was. We made it there way before

Charles. Because of that the show was reallyRelayed.

Anyway, SHRCCMLNICN played first and sucked again,

I just can't like this band for sane reason. JARA were

en next arc! started with a very long-winded introduction

afceut politics in Chile and a pcem. Mew I think they

are a pretty good band, but this is the kind of stuff

that'll get people bored quick. Tfcday I only watched

than for a couple of songs and they were decent. I really

didn't like the COPOUT 7" all that much but I tell you

if I didn't go to this show and missed than, I uould

have probably cried! CDPOUT fucking destroyedll Mill

I have not seen a band like this for a long time. Their

energy makes you want to fuck shit up, "Holy shit!",

is all I can say. See them at all costs. FAILURE FACE

were on next and were geed, CDPO/r were a hard act to

follow. (It seemed every one there held the same thought.

Even though it's a long trip during the week, going up

to Butler seems like a geed deal.

July 23rd I actually stood in the rain for like two hours
waiting for JULIANA HATFIELD to go on in Central Park.
Wasn't \*orth it. She sucked live. So sad. Saw Bay Cappo
walking around and laughed. After Juliana read sane really
dull piece about anarchy, sane loser in front of me with
a Ccors Silver Bullet shirt on replied, "Anarchy is
stupidl". Then preceded to tell his friends how much
lie wanted to get passed arourad on the crowd. He said
he never did it before and how coot it was- Cool.

August 1st Josh Grabelle was having another shew

at his house. The line-up was EARTH OUSTS, STRIFE, TQI-

O-SEVEN, WESTON and BELITINE. I didn't go for the show,

which started late, but to see a couple of people that

I write to and distribute Hardware, After getting there

early, I told Charles that I was hungry and I wanted

to get saro food. He asked what I wanted. I said, "How

about Taco Bell?" We lcoked For Jceh to find out whan
the hell was a Taco Bell in this neck of the woods (and

I rrean that literallyl). He point to a guy that was taking

the noiey at the dcor. He in turn hards us this:

New I think that is fast thinking on the part of
these guys, they should charge Taco Bell a fee for pro-
motion! Met the guys fran TQI-O-SEVEN, nice guys. I feel
bad about giving their record such a bad review but I

Just don't like it. Caught up with one person that I
was suppose to meet, Peter Hart, and turns out he's pretty
cool. Didn't see any of the bands. Mo big loss. I think
that these kind of shews are too big for his house. Had
fun though.

HOW TO GET TO TACO BELL

1 . LEAVE JOSH'S HOUSE-IN A CAR

2. MAKE A LEFT ONTO KNOLLWOOD DR.

3. MAKE A LEFT ONTO SYCAMORE AVE,

4, TURN RIGHT AT THE FIRST LIGHT-

THIS IS HOPE RD.

5. GO DOWN HOPE RD. AND MAKEA LEFT

AT THE FOURH LIGHT-THIS IS RT. 36

6. GO THROUGH FOUR LIGHTS-ITS ON

YOUR RIGHT-OF COURSE

7. COME BACK TO JOSH'S HOUSE

8. SHUT THE DAMN DOOR BEHIND YOU

S-21-94 Middlesex Ctounty College blowout 1

T*iia was the end of the school year show to end all

shows. Here is the line-up: DEAGUY, BCWEL, STICKS AM)
STONES, LIFETIME, BOUNCING S0U1£, INTEGRITY and YOJTH

BRIGADE. All that for $5 ($4 with a can of feed). Wis
was a rea busy day for us too. Issue #4 is out and we
had brand new shirts to peddle, plus there was like a
million people at this shew that I wanted to talk to,

so the Cfily bands I watched were INTB3RITY and YCt/TH

BRIGAIE. I didn't think INTEGRITY lived up to all the

hype. I've been hearing afceut these guys for like five

years and I expected to be blown away, I wasn't. Of

course, there was a huge fight which only succeeded in

pissing me off. Well, anyhow the band I really wanted

to see were on now so I didn't care. Usually, when a

band gets back together that is bad news, but not in

this case, YOUTH BRIGADE were great, a lot of new bands

should take a lessen fran these guys. Everyone, I do
mean everyone , were enjoying themselves. Huge circle

pits (that's right, circle pits), sing alongs the works.

I saw people going around in that circle that haven't

msved in years! The YCXmi BRIGADE played close to an
tour, which included "What Will The Revolution Change?",

"Did You Want To Die?, "Men In Blue", "Sink With Califor-

nia", "Punk Reck Wan", "Cue In Five" and alot of others.

It was so good that for the first tine ever at a show

I bled. That's right, I cracked the top of my head open-

Drew blood. It was well worth it. Hats off to YOTTH

BRIGADE for being a great bard and still having tons

of intensity and dedication. -BRETT

6-3-94 rye, WESTCW, GARDEM VARIETY, AVAIL Central Uiitar<

ian Church Paramus, N,J.

Usually shows at VFW halls and diurchs and stuff

are alot of fun, but the sound always sucks, well, this

show was alot of fun but the sound was great! All the

bands played really good sets. Onbelieveable, The place

was packed, I don't think there were any problems and

everyone had a good time. Apparently, there are alot

of kids in Northern N.J. because there were a ton of

young pecple there, which Is always cool, except they

really den't know tow to dance! {Just kidding, keep yew

shirts on). This is a premising place for shews, so I

hope it keep© up. Charles: Please bcok SHEER TERRCRl

-BRETT

_AV_.*iiiUlLl



6-16-94 RESSURfCTION St. Paul's Church, Princeton,
N.J,

This shea* was put on by sane local kids in the
basenent of the local church. It was only three dollars
and five bands played (I think). I only watched
RESSURECTICW though, because I was busy playing fcottall
ard eating a sub outside. This turned out to be the last
RESSURECTICW show for a while because Rob ard Chris D.
are going to Europe with 106. Itiey played well, for about
40 minutes or so, and they seemed to have alot of fun.
The set included ail the usual staixl-by's as wll as
their cover of "On Your Own" by HALF-OFF. Alot of people
dcn't knew the words to that song, but that makes things
better for me. Ttte guys who ran this show are going to
be putting rore of than on so that should be gecd. -BRETT

6-17-94 DEAD3JY, 108, SKELTER The Grand, N.Y.C.

This show was $9, I think, iftank God I got in for
free because I wouldn't want to give SHELTER 9 cents
of my money. Nonetheless, DEADGLTY were really gcod, tight
and powerful. Given the time and seme luck and these

guys are going to be great, I just hope they don't fall

apart. 108 had sane equipment problems so they played
for like twenty minutes. The Grand has to stay en sched-
ule, you knew. Rave night starts at midnight, wouldn't
want to keep the substance abusers waiting. Here's where
the night gets bad. In between SHELTER and 108 this band
called BABY GOPEE (I think) played. I heard that the
singer is Cappo's "wife" and he wrote all their lyrics
and music. If that isn't bad enough, it was sane of the
borst trash I've heard in my life. Garbage. "This scng

is about making a postive change in your life". Yeah,

SHELTER were terrible. I can't stand to look at Porcell.
It's bq damned depressing. He's even lost all that
feedback he used to have. You know if guys like that
are going to flake out I wish they would have the decen-

cy to disappear completely like Jules or Mike Judge,
seeing these guys makes me depressed for a week or so,

-BRETT

6-22-94 MfTIOCH ARROW, KURBJAW, PLUNGER
in New Brunswick, N.J.

liane house

I showed up kind of lade because the fool who gave
my friends directions had absolutely no idea where their
own house was. Anyway, the only band I watched was KURRJAW
and they were really good. Hot alot of people watched
them though. TTiey play late 'fiOs type N.Y.C. hardcore
with good mash parts and gcod fast parts (a deadly
cartoination). I do believe they aire a decent local band
to go see, I didn't watch AWTIOCH ARROW or PLLNGER because
it was too crowded in the garage and r've seen enough
tight pants. -BRETT

6-26-94 GARRIS, KURRTAW, STR&iGTH, DEADGUY and 108
Court Tavern, New Brunswick, N.J.

The New Brunswick seems to be caning tack after
a few years rest. A lot of shows are starting to happen
in the area and l tope it continues. I missed GARRIS
and STOENTCH carpletely, but I caught irost of KURRJAW 's

set and they were pretty gcod too. Check them out. People
were dancing. DEADGUY put on their usual geed performance
even though Tim's voice was kinda shot. They played a
new song tco, which I haven't heard before but it sounded
pretty good. 108 played their 3ast area show before the
U.S. tour. It included all the crowd pleasers plus an
awescme cover of

,f
We ODtta Know" by...well you had better

know who that song was originally dene by or else you're
disqualified frcm the scene. -BRPIT

7-13-94 JARA, CDPOUT, FAILURE FACE John A. Dean Hall,
Butler, N.J.

Despite the fact that this show was on a Wednesday
night and it was about a million miles frcm me, I went
anyway and I'm really glad I did. COPOLTT kicked sane
major assl Itiese guys played totally ballzout for about
a half an hour, which left everyone in attendence guite
stunned. JARA were alright, but nothing too special.
FAILURE FACE were really gcod too. Nothing tco cut of
the ordinary happened at this shew, except twa good bands
actually played. A rarity. -BRUIT

8/T4/94 Benefit for Chuck Valle, Net lands NYC

Originally this day was slated for the BOU) reunion,
but they flaked out and this shew had a better bill,
plus it was for a good cause. Chuck Valle, who used to
play for MURPHY'S UW, LUDICHRIST and DRIPPING QDSS,
was murdered in Los Angeles recently and all the prcceeds
frcm this shew will go to his family to help pay funeral
expenses and stuff. This was an eleven band bill for
five dollars! There was talk afcout tickets being sold
through Ticketanastar for higher prices, which is bullshit.
I dcn't see why tickets have to be sold for hardcore
shews. Just get you ass there early, this isn't fucking
WDOdstock. Anyway, to cut to the chase: RETOVENATE started
things off on the right foot with Tcnrny Rat saying, "Bust
it upl", "Fuck it upt" and all kinds of stuff like that.
Next DIE 116, BRUTAL TOt/TH amJ SHELTER played. YUPPICIDE
played next and they thoroughly kicked ass. I've wanted
to see them for a while now and 1 really wasn't dissap-
pointed. Itiey are a N.Y. hardcore band that doesn't get
the recognition they deserve. SICK OF IT ALL took the
stage next and admittedly I was psyched to see them,
because I haven't seen them live in like five years.
Arman is still playing drums and they have added Craig
Ahead cm bass. After Lou said a ccuple of words, they

cpenod with "Clotberin* Time41 and believe me alot oi

people got fucking clofctoered) It was a madhcuse to say
the least. They didn't play erK>ugh ols stuff for me,
tut their new songs are still great hardcore, Tliey closed
the twenty minute set with a cover of the NYHC anthem
"Straight Ahead", and with Annan and Craig both being
in STRAIGHT AHEAD it was the best thing short of a full
reunion (which was rumored to happen). Next up was
MURPHY'S LAW, I was also psyched to see them, because
I haven't seen them in a seriously long time either.
Jijrmy had a lot to say about his friend Chuck aral all
of us being family and shit, which was cool. He also
had seme bad words for the losers at Mxdstock and
BICHAZARD, They opened with "Panty Raid" then "Sit Heme
And Rot" and "Cavity Creeps" (We make holes in teethi)
Things got slowed down after that while they played "hho's
Got The Bong?" and "Ska Song". I really wanted to hear
"Crucial Bar-B-Q" though, oh well. Chuck's last band
DRIPPING OJSS were next, and then... then... the
CRO-MAGSHl! Actually John and Mackie with two guys frcm
LEEWAY. Ohis was definitely the high point of the year,
mayte the nineties. Picture this: I'm standing there
when they started playing "World Peace", instantly one
of the largest, scariest hunans to ever walk the face
of the earth grabs me by the shoulders and throws me
about ten feet into about fifty people who are beginn~
ing to kill each other. As soon as I regain my balance

I get puched in the gut, knocking me senseless for a
ircment. As soon as I stand erect again a BIG guy lands
on my head nearly breaking my nock. I still can't figure
out where the hell that guy came frcm. He may have jumped
fran a plane, I don't knew. This was all before they
even got to the chorusJ Tt was great, Ttie CRO-MAGS were
awe-inspiring. It was one of the roughest, sickest pits
I have ever seen. There were people swinging fran
everthing in the place. Gavin was in the pit, that's
all I have to say. All hail the CRO-MAGS and John Joseph,
the kings of hardcore. I seriously thought "Don't Trend
On Mo" were going to be the last words I heard on this
earth. By this time, it was after midnight, and I could
barely walk, so I had to call it a night, I missed LEEWAY
and WARZONE (» did alot of other people). This was a
scene you could only see in N.Y,, that's for sure. There
were people swinging froti the pipes on the rcof . And
these guys have been going to shews since like '82. It
was great. I got to work the next day and I heard two
people talking about Woodstock, so I walked up to them,
pointed and said "CRO-MAGS" and walked away. -BRETT
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WEDNESDAY JULY 13TH 7PM $5
JOHN A. DEAN HALL BUTLER, NJ
DIRECTIONS)] RT387 NORTH OR SOUTH TO It X | TD2DIRT23NOR1 II) OST ON RT23 NORTH. JUST BEFORE THE THIRDLIGHT TURN RIGHT AT TIIK K1NNELON RD. EXIT. AT STOP SIGN ATHIE END Of THE RAMI' TURN RIGHT ONTO KIEL AVE, EXACTLY 3/4MILE Ul' ON THE RIGHT IS THE HALL. IT IS HEHIND THE TAN*HOUSE. PLEASE PARK AT THE FACTORY ACROSS THE STREET
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YOUTH BRIGADE have been one of my favorite bands

for a long time. I was pretty excited when I heard they

got back together, but I missed them when they played

the Continental a couple of years ago. I didn't miss

them this year at Middlesex however, whcih is where this

interview was performed. Shawn was realy friendly, and

I give those guys a lot of credit for still putting out

good music and still being sincere. -BRETT

HIV: When you guys were playing, my friend Matt, who I

have known most of my life, had a best friend til he
was in sixth grade. Then he moved away and he never saw
them again. And when you guys were playing, this kid
comes up to him, "Hey Matt! You remember me?" He's like,

"Yeah, Oh my god! I can't believe it!" I think it's pretty
fitting because... I don't know if you watched the band
before you guys but it's kind of like a bad scene, but
everybody was having a really good time when you guys
were playing.

HW: How's BYO Records doing? Are you still keeping the
old stuff in press?

M
tm wm
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SS: We never stopped it. What happened was, Mark and

I had the BRIGADE after Adam left back in '85, and in
'87 we got burnt out and said, "Fuck this' We don't want

to do this anymore." Southern Studios who have been doing
our European stuff, we asked if they wanted to do the

whole catalog for the world and they said fine. The stuff

that sells, like SNFU, YOUTH BRIGADE, 7 SECONDS ... that

stuff has always been pressed. We still had titles of

the other stuff, we stopped pressing it but we still

have some. We never really stopped, but in the middle

of '92, we just decided to start doing it our selves.

You guys want to join in this interview?

; w
SHAWN STERN: I not really into that kind of music, but

that guy was screaming about something. I think there

was problems with the sound or something, then there

was that fight. I was just standing there filming it

and saw that whole thing which was kinda fucked up. That

was a pretty minor fight, though. LAGWAGON's set was

really fun and everybody had a good time. I didn't quite

understand how all these bands fit together, the one
guy with IAGWA03N said alot of the other bands sound-

ed like that but I don't think the BOUNCING SOULS were

like that at all.

— W9 ftW i •*

HW: Are you still in contact with alot of the people
that you were friends with? When you guys first started
out?

w. #
•n

SS: I see Ian Mackaye. Seen him in Europe and what not

I see people, I just don't see them all the time.

HW: What ever happened to that guy in ANOTHER STATE OF
MIND who kept dying his hair?

a \

HW: Nan. Not at all, it was just a really good show I

just wanted to tell you. Everybody had alot of fun. Being

after all these years, what makes you want to still play

this kind of music?

SS: He joined the Marines or the Navy? I think it was
the Navy. I heard he was in the Navy and he got really
big, like 300 pounds or something. He just drinks beer
and just wants to go out and fight all the time.

'IV.,

,v>

SS: Well, it's the music that I know. It's the music

that I was writing since I was younger. People have a

good time and people enjoy it, that's the main thing.

People come up to me and said, "Man, I've been listening

to you since I was a little kid..." That's enough for

me, influence or inspire one person or whatever.

HW: Do you think the lyrics that wrote are still rele-
vant today?

SS: Sure, I think alot of them are. I try to write about

my personal experience, but I also try to write about

observations of things that are going on. Alot of those

things still exist, problems still exist and alot of

them I'd like to think are universal. Just because it

is a new generation doesn't mean they can't relate to

i the same problems.

HW: Do you see alot of differences between the shows
you are playing now and the shows you played then?

SSz I don't really see alot differences in the shows.
Of course, we realize that alot of these younger kids
don't know who we are.

HW: I'd think you would be surprised.

SS: Well, at least in the South and some of those places,

It's cool, they seem to enjoy it. Probably the big

difference now, of course, back then it was a whole new

thing. We were creating, there was an excitement that

you can't get back. There are alot of good things

happening. In Richmond the other night, there were three

bands that played before us and they were all young kids

and all sounded different musically. Sure I could see

influences from some of the different bands, but it's

nice to see young kids playing music again. One of the

reasons that we quit was that I was getting burned out

of the scene, we were burnt out from playing so long.

There wasn't alot of young kids starting bands as much

as there were earlier. I think MTV had a real negative

influence on how they just spoon feed everybody with

their ideas of music, fashion. ..it's all kind of

corporate. That really unfortunate.



HW: O.K. What's the most-requested song people ask you
to play the most?

SS: They never really request "Sink With California"
and "Men In Blue" because they know we are going to play
it anyway. They always request more obscure songs.

HW: I was going to say "Boys In The Brigade".

SS: Yeah, that's getting closer to the ones we don t

play anymore. "Boys In The Brigade". "Fight To Unite"

gets requested alot, and we weren't playing that last

year. Now that we have another new album, when we first

got back together all we had was the EP. We had six songs

plus the stuff before, so we cut alot cut alot of the

old songs. But now, we have this new Lp, so we have 13

new songs, bringing it to a total of 19 new songs and

maybe 20 of the old ones.

HW: How's the new Lp doing anyway? Has it been out that

long? I just saw it like last weekend.
nnww •V-l' M

SS: It came out in early March, I guess we shipped it

out. It has been out a couple of months. Because BYO

has been out of the public eye for a while, it's been

sort of slow getting the word around, but it's doing

pretty good.

HW: How do you do the distribution for your records?

SS: We sell pretty much to everyone. We don't sell to

Dutch East because they are a bunch of thieves, we don't

sell to Relativity/I.R.D. because they are half owned

by Sony. What happened? Did you get popped in the head?

1*1
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HW: Yeah, somebody's elbow cracked me on the top of the »
head. It's a minor laceration.

umiiini 1
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SS: We sell to Caroline, East/West, Cargo, Twin Cities, w^
Rotz Records, Profance Existance and a bunch of overseas fa
distributors too, $5

HW: Back to when you went to Europe, was that like two

years ago or something?

SS: We were there in 1984 and when we got back together

in '92, we went.

HW: Because people were saying that you are recording

ANOTHER STATE OF MIND part 2?

SS: Yeah, I got thirty hours of tape and we were video
taping tonight. I'm videotaping more on this tour for
more stuff. I'm hoping to put together this movie called
"Searching For America". Not ANOTHER STATE OF MIND 2,

not following around another band on tour, I'm more
interested in seeing what's going on with punk rock.

HW

HW: Were those old L.A. shows really as violent as

everybody talks about now? Because you here now people

are like, "Oh my god!", you know. All that shit about

cops coming and smashing kids' heads in. Is all that

really true?

: Are you going to put this out yourself? '&* \-

SS: Yeah, it's true. The cops were. ..the most violence

at the shows were from the cops. Cops were the worst.
I^MHWWI -
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HW: Was that just a L.A. thing?

SS: I don't know when I finish it, we'll see what happens.

For now, who knows? At the very least, you'll be able

to buy it from BYO on video. Who knows? Maybe we could

get somebody to put it onto film.

HW: So what's the story with the first pressing of "Sound

And Fury"?
tm
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SS: Ah...

HW: And if you have an extra one sitting around.^

SS: No. We rushed it together before we did the "Someone

Got Their Head Kicked In" tour. We got on the road and

listened to it. After a couple of days, it just sounded

like a piece of shit. We said, "This sucks!" and called

back home and said don't press any more.

HW: 800 of them, right?

SS- Yeah, 800 of them and most of them were sold in

Canada. We got some like 50 or 60 copies at home.

SS: Nah, they enjoyed it.

AS: They didn't like just say, "O.K. the shows over!"

They would just come in and...

SS: The riots were always like police riots. They were
always started by the police.

SS- HW: So out of all the shows you guys have played, what
the show that has left the longest-lasting impression

on you?

SS: I couldn't pick one show. I can remember one show
though, since this is N.J, I'll tell a N.J. story that
sticks out in my mind. Actually, it was the only N.J.
show we did back from Europe. This guy Doug Karen had
booked these shows, he did a really bad job. We did one
or two of them I think and we got a phone call from L.A.
saying to come back and play this show at the Olympic.
It would be us and the CIRCLE JERKS and we'd co-headline
Pearl Harbor Day. We said fine, we would just cancel
the rest of these dates that we had. Some dates in the
South, and they were bad, so we just bolted. We were
kinda burnt out anyway because we were in Europe for
like seven weeks. So we kept one show and that was like
in Jersey.



HW: Where was it like City Gardens?

SS: No. It wasn't City Gardens. I don't remember the

name of the place. It was upstairs, so we totally

completely fucking drunk that we
MHBuwwi»mwHmamww\\\TMaxw^^
(A little arguement ensues if a certain band was on the

bill or not...) ___„ ....-,.. ^^^™..- ...#•-•%..

^nwwnmmmwoiwv>'.-M\v>.-.'. •-.-.--.'.'.•.HnHnwaail^HIUV ^^^^
I SS: Hey I remember 'cause I was in the van with some

fifteen year old girls. No, I'm kidding...

HW: Is that picture on the back of the new record from
ANOTHER STATE OF MIND?

SS: Nan, it's from the Olympic Auditorium. One of those
gigs he was talking about. You see there is a picture
of Adam singing. Well, there is this big promoter out
in L.A. called Goldenvoice, run by this guy Gary Tobar.
Did you ever see "Mayberry R.F.D./Andy Griffin Show"?

HW: Probably slipped by.

HW: About fifteen year old girls? *»# ^jmmm
in>fi

SS: The one guy was like, "What's the youngest girl you

have ever slept with?"

E@ HW: Hey, I want to hear about records, not about that
m. shit.

££# SS: I don't remember anyhow, all I know is we got really,
really drunk. So drunk that by the time we were to go

! on we couldn't even fucking play. We couldn't even play

[
at all we were so fucked up. It was crowded, people were
siked, so we started to play. We were fucking up so bad.
The guy comes up on the stage about the second song and
says, "Oh man, the cops are here. You guys have to stop
playing." We then started saying, "The fucking cops are
here! We can't play anymore! Fuck them!" We did "Men
In Blue" and that was the end of the show. We were pretty
happy.

HW: How of your shows did get shut down by cops? Like
half of them or something?

SS: Lots. Nan, we had a couple of shows shut down in
Orange County. Pretty awesome. We did one show at the
Ice House a few months back, the guy had a barricade
in front of the stage. He was all proud of it. We were
like that's pretty fucking shitty. So we played the whole
set, it was kinda uninspired cause nobody could dance.

SS: Well, if you ever watch it, the barber on that show
his name is Floyd. We thought Gary was like Floyd's long

lost nephew or something. You see where Adam is with
all those guys singing along, that's Gary Tobar. He's

a totally cool guy, used to smoke pot all the time. He'd
be up on the stage singing and he's old enough to be
somebody's kids dad. I guess I am too, though. (Laughter) fi

This is ten years ago. He got arrested for smuggling
pot over the border, the other guy kinda stole the jfc

business from him which kinda sucks.

HW: Just for the record, how old are you? \mmktkiA.- AV.
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SS: I'm 33.

HW: Wow.

SS: I'll be 34 in like three days.

i* 5

HW: Happy Birthday.

SS: Thanks.

HW: I'll be 22 in November.

AW
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HW: Have you guys had a circle pit at every show you've
played? Because I have to tell you I never saw a circle
pit in Middlesex County College ever. It was good too!

SS: On bigger shows, yeah, but not at smaller shows.

AS: When we used to play the Olympic, there would always
be three or four going.

(Long disscussion about Brownie's (the club) and if the
East Village is still cool.)

HW: Well, I got injured at your show if that makes you

fell any better.

SS: I'm sorry about that.

**'

HW: Nah, that a good thing.
jj

SS: Sure? ^^^^^^

HW: Sure. What the hell? It's better than everybody just

sitting down. My YOUTH OF TODAY shirt got blood on it,

but that's alright.

W
SS: Well, there would be like 4,000-5,000 people. :i) s& >
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FIGHT TO UNITE

There was a time, not long ago
When we'd get shit everywhere we'd go
But times have changed and so have we
We're creeping up on society

Stop complaining don't you know
We've still got a long way to go

You gotta light fight light to unite

You get discouraged, about wasting time
On a bunch of kids with simple minds
But kids can grow and minds get smart

Don't be negative it's a start

No one's forced you, you can leave

Its not impossible if you believe

We've got to learn from their mistakes

Not just fill up this vacated place

Nov/s the time, not long ago

It's time to prove this ain't no show
fight and kill and claw our way
Think we'll make a better day
Use your minds that's what they're lor

Don't waste time trying to even the score

.1.11 r **'tl b
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SS: Do you have our records? gj|
-ay ms Hi., s

HW: Not that one, are they buried?

SS: Nan, do you want record or CD?

ii mmmm^timmimmww -***
HW: I still buy records. Does anybody else still buy ^
records?

SS: Yeah. of people do. jjJjWl. -"".

HW: Do you have a big record collection?

SS: I guess.

HW: Did you ever sell your records in a fit of, "I hate * fA
this!" "I want to sell all my records!"?

SS: Well, when I was in like high school I sold all my
hippy records. When I got into punk rock, I got rid of
the SUPERTRAMP and ELO. I got rid of all the LED ZEPPLIN
records. I kept the Jimi Hendrix records.

HW: Do you have all those Dangerhouse 7"s?

SS: Not all, but I got a few. ||| \ raHRBs»|
HW: Alot of people want those these days. What's your
favorite punk/hardcore record of all time?

SS: I could never have a favorite. I love so much of

HW: What you listen to... Do you have a tape player in

this car?

HW: What did you listen to on the way to this show"5 SHr

SS: Oh wait! It got stolen the other night on the way
to D.C.

HW: Ahhh! So on your way to D.C, what where you listening
to?

AS: Probably Hank Williams.

UrtWv,-, ww™ :v • », ft.

SS: No, I drove. Probably SMASHING PUMPKINS. MIDNIGHT
OIL maybe. LEATHERFACE.

M
MS: I like the ANGELIC UPSTARTS.

in—
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SS: Mark, you haven't listened to the ANGELIC UPSTARTS fltf

in how many years?

MEN IN BLUE (Part l>

What are we gonna do about the men in blue
What are we gonna do
They really pitted me oil last night
Oh it was a terrible sight

Beating up on little kids

I can't believe the hate
with a vengeance they did beat

It seemed such a pointless scene

They love to instill the tear

When ever they are near

It just goes on and on*

What are we gonna do about the men in blue

Its such a scary way to live

They take away what they should give
You know they do whatever they can
Cause our rights are in their hands
They can commit legal murder
And there's nothing we can do to stop it

They killed a live year old boy
His gun was fust a toy

They say they're really sorry

So many more have died

From their violent crimes

That is how they protect and serve us

We tee/ so powerless

They make so little sense

They hate us they're our defense

What are we gonna do about the men in blue

SOUND & FURY

Your heart starts beating taster

And your blood begins to boil

The music gets into your veins

There's a teeling to destroy

All the hate and anger

Has been building up inside

Cot to let it out somehow
Before it takes your tile

Adrenaline, response, noise is in your head

The music js a part of you
It always will be Sound & fury

The power is just surging torward

Can you tee! it Sound & Fury

Don't let it take hold of your mind Sound& fury[

Cot to get into but can you get

Out of the Sound & Fury

Now your pulse has swelled up
And you're ready to explode

The music spins you round and round
And the urge to hurt takes hold

You don't need a reason

The crushing rhythm won't subside

The thin line has been crossed

And you're on the violent side

The music is now taking over

Will you let it Sound & Fury

The violence is spewing outward

Can you stop it Sound & fury

Can it take over your mind Sound & Fury

Cot to get into but can you get

Out ol the Sound St Fury

MODEST PROPOSAL
I don't know themt they don't know me
life is lucked reality

Can we maintain this paranoid hope
Or shall we just go on and cope

I hate, you hate but we don't know why
I light you light blood is on the floor

I hurt you hurt someone's gonna die

PJease I'd like to make a modest proposal

Now examine the sorry state

Will the world just fluctuate

Or will a hand too carelessly strike

And make real our horrors and our fright

We push, they push and it is judgement day
We hide, they hide but who can run away
We save, they save to carry on the race

Please I must make a modest proposal

Listen to me and you should see
That no one can survive

This limited nuclear war jive

We must stop this maddness before it stops us
Please I'm making a passionate plea

This is my modest proposal

\\

HBff

LIVE LIFE

Live Me lor life's sake

Each and every day

No matter how bad things get

You've got to live it that way

You may think I live in a dream

But tell me is it a crime

To enjoy life to the extreme

While you've got the time

You got to live life

No sense in despair

There's meaning somewhere

You've just got to search

Live life it's all you've got

And there's not much that is given

You can't overcome

The mortality of your living

It's true you didn't ask to be born

So tell me why are you here

We all know that lile seems forlorn

How can you analyze your tear/
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This interview with Etave Sralley was done a few years

back by Tim McMahon and Tttty Rottman for Cannon Sense,

tut ctoviously it never cam© out, so they finally gave

in to my pressure and here it is. I always thought Dave

Smalley was a pretty interesting chracter and I wouldn't

mind talkl*K| to hiJn myself, but I think this interview

Is pretty good, oo I hope you all enjoy it, -BRETT

Ttiis interview was dene in two parts in November

of 1992. The first part was dene at City Gardens in

Trenton, N.J. and the second part was (tone in Wash-

iojton, D.C. It was conducted by Ttmy Rettman and Tim

HcMnhcBi

HW: I guess the first question would be ht*/*s the

going so far?

tour

DS: It's been gcdrag great, tonicftt was a real highlight.

It was a gocd turnout with gocd kids. Probably the low

point, arri also a high point was in Oshawa, Canada where

there was sane great, great people tut there was this

crc*ri of nazi skins. He have this song "Break The Walls",

it's an anti-racism aonj and these skinheads started

sieg hellirvj and we have a black guy and a cuban guy

in our band, so they hated us because of that, the crc*d

turned en them and threw them out. It was great. It was

a real unifying thing.

HW: I noticed you're the only original member of Dcwn

By Uiw. Where did you get the new guys fran and what

happened to the original members?*

DS: Dave, Ed, Oiris and I (original DBL members) decided
to do this. Dcwn By Law is going to te out on the road
about six months out of the year and it was just getting
really hectic to have the Chemical People, Clawhairmer
(Dave and Ed are in Oiemical People while Chris is in
Clawhammer) and Dcwn By taw. When we started, we were
only supposed to be a project band, now we are touring
and we are doing a video, all this crazy stuff. We all
loved the band and didn't want it to break up, so we
got these people. Mark (new guitarist) is fran D.C, CDlin
(new drunmer, ex-DAG NASTY) is aiso fran D.C. Pat (new
bass player) is a friend of Dave's. Dave said, "I have
the perfect bass player for you. Ho loves the bandl"
So that's where they ccrne fran.

HW; How did doin? the new DAG NAS1Y record "Four Cn The
Floor" cane about?

D6: I was at Brian Baker's house and he was playing me
all these songs he had written and couldn't play in

Junkyard, lie and I have always clicked musically even
if not personally because of our valuas have differed
at timos, but he played these songs' and I thought "we
have to record these". So we got together, he wrote sane
stuff, I wrote seme stuff and we went in and did it.

HW: I was wandering how you got back together because

I remarfaer reading ALL interviews hew you were all fcurrmed

Cfl Hi" KUU

DS; Well, on "Field Day" (The last Dag Nasty record)

he fucked up, he admits it, Peter Cortner knews it's

a mistake, toug Carrion (long pause) is totally cut of

it, he could care less. Scott Garrett was ]ust in it

to play drums, I tton't think he knew what it was about

anyway, Ttiat record really wasn't Dag Nasty.

HW: Were seme of the songs en "Four Cn The Floor" old
Dag songs? "Roger" and "Mango", right?

DS: Yeah. I ackled a couple of parts to "Mango" and "Roger
was an old crse too.

.11

HW: What was the deal with using a verse fran "Another

Wrong" (Old Dag Nasty song that was unreleased until

the HI B5-'86 collection came cut on Selfless in Spring

of '921 in '^Going Down"?

DS: "Another Wrong" was unreleaeed until d*e Q3 collection
came out, plus 1 just love that chorus and the words
mean alot to mo #

HW: What lias mode you stay true to your beliefs all these
years?

DS: If you beleive in scmethijq; you'll stay with it.
If you don't believe in racism, and you hear someone
saying, "l£ok at those niggers." hopefully you'll say,
"Otiat sucks, don't say that shit." If you have a set
of values try to live your life by that.

HW: What tk> you think of all your friends within Boston
and D.C. that were into the same thing as you artf new
are totally out of it?

CG: Jon Anastas of DYS, he's almost going to be vice*
president of an advertising cenpany. He doesn't play
bass anymore or anything like that but he's still a great
human being and a great friend of mine, lie's chose his
thing in life. Not everyone can make a living off music,
it's very hard.

HW: Well, not necessarily playing music, but sticking
to their values.

DS: You'll have to give me an example.

IM: Like Oioke

DS: Choke's a explicated character. He was my rccrimate

for a year, our beds were as far apart as were are right

row. 10 be true punks, we blacked out all the wincfcws.

It was pitch black in there all the time and we wrote

all over the walls, it was very punk- He has a set of

values he lived up to, but sanetimes people change. It's

not my place to conderm other paople, circumstances

change, people change. I think the best thing you can

do is keep ycxir values with ycu. I think cne bad thing

that people who are straight edge and into the same things

that all of us here are into is we condom other pooplewto

do things differently than us. If you see saneone doing
something fucked up that hurts others, then that's when

you fight back.

HW: What happened with ALL?

DS: We were on the road for nine months out of a year,
and I met my future wife when I've married since, but
back then site was my fiance, I missed her and we were
cn the road so,*.

HW: So when you quit All,, did you think you were going
to settle clown cd did you knew you were going to do
another band?

PHOTO • Traci
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DS: I thought I was going to 90 back to college and stop
music. tt*N BY IAW, like I said, started out as a pro-
ject and then I realized I was far too into it to stop.
So new I realized what I want to do with my life. I think
you're put here for a purpose, whatever 's up there puts
you cfcwn here for a reason and this is my reason.

HW: So COW BY LAW is what you do for a living?

DS: It's what we want to do full thne, it's what we

believe in. The fact that people like us and that we

sell records is great. Even if people didn't like us

and didn't buy our records, we would still do it.

IIW: Since COW BY LAW is a full thne thing do you have

a rigid scale, do you practice alot?

DS: Well, the new line-up got together about eight weeks

before we went en tour so we practiced everyday before

we left arel new we've been playing everyday for a month

arcJ my voice is shot (laughter). When we get back we're

recording a five-sor^ Ep and we're supposed to do three

singles all in January, but I den 1

1 think we'll be able

to do all those. Then we go back to Europe in April.

1 HW: toes the rest of the band , or Jim (DHL's tour maoa- 1

|
ger) make fun of you for all the kids that cane up and I

I worship you?

V£: No, tliat is vdiy I do this. They knew if they did
they would be long cpne. Every one In the band has the

same beliefs. They may drink a boer but they are the

best people you could meet.

IIW: What lyrics did you write on "Can I Say"?

C6; I wrote little bits and parts for alnoet all of them,
tut irest of them were already written.

IIW: By Shawn Brcwn?

CS; Mostly Brian wrote all the lyrics, artf I wrote all
of "Values Here".

HW: Co you get money frcm Taang! Records tor the re-issue

or the shirts they make?

DS; I don't like to bring it up, but since it's been

brought up already, I vculd advocate not buying Taangl

products. They have a tendency of rising off every band

that has been on then. DYS, SIAPSHJT, The BDSfflCWES and

every other good band tliat has been en Taangl has been

ripped off. I haven't seen a cent in royalties fron either

record, the only reason I said he could do it (repress

"Brotherhood") was because people were paying a hundred

dollars for it which is crazy- lie went and made a whole

irarketing schema out of it. So, don't support that shit.

Buy Dischord, buy Epitaph, buy Now Red Archives tut den't

buy Taang

J

HW: Who was the one in DYS who authorized for it to be

(tone?

DS: CUrtis pestered me for a long time. Finally, I said

"you can ck> the first one" ("Brotherhood"). He re-released

the secorti coe without asking me, put it in a new cover

making it look like a brand new record. I had to call

our attorney and ask how we could 90 about suing Curtis.

Finally, on the record and on the cassette there was

a sticker put en it that said it was a re-issue.

HW: I heard a ruiraur that the guy stagediving en the
back of the "Wolfpack" ro*iS3UO with the ski mask with

the swastika on top is Choke* Is that true?

DS: No. That's a crazy kid named Andrew Brady who was

at all the Boston shows. He had nothing to do with nazism

he was just crazy. He was punk as shit, cne pink ass

irotherfucker. I don't know what happened to him. lie is

probably in Jail or running seme crijne synidicate. He
was the guy who climb whatever height there was to
staged!vo, especially to DYS and SSD, which were his

two favorite bands. He wDuld jump off things {long pause
aixi laughter) arel you would think he would be dead after.

HW: What kind of music do you listen to on a regular
basis?

DS: I listen to the JAM, T listen to the CLASH and the

DCUGHB3YS new demos bocause they Just got signed to

A4M and their stuff 4s amazing.

HW: What do you think of bootlegs?

DS: If it's a bootleg where it's a kid who really likes
Dag Nasty or Down By law or whoever it happens to be
and he puts it out for his friends and sells a few hundred
copies, that's not too bad. It gets bad when there's
a bootleg axxi it's really professionally dene with a
slide cover and it looks like a real record. The problem
with bootlegs is you're hurting the band because they
have no control over the sound quality. Basically, you
are hurting the bands you love by bootlegging.

HW: Is the book you wrote "The Dark Side" ever going

tO CCTOG OUt?

DS: Nd. That was a took I wrote at the end of DYS and

part of the beginning of Dag Nasty. There's alot of things

in the early stages of DYS that 1 den't believe in new

like knocking beers out of people's hands and all that.

HW: Was all that true about what you guys did in Boston?

CS; rto. That stuff got blcwn up over the years. The New

York/Boston rivalry thing was pretty true though.

HW: What did you think of playing CBGB's yesterday?

DS: That was ocol. The thins about that shew was that t

it wasn't an all-ages crowS. It was a New York bar enwi
except for a few people like you guys* Host of the [v.oph

there were cool. There were people there from Spin. I'm

sure they are nice people, tut they're not the type of
people who get into it.

HW: Was the last tinra you played en's with DYS?

DS: Yoah. The thin? was <Afcout the NY/Bcfiton rivalry)
it wasn't like everyone in New York hated Boston or the

other way around, it was just fun. Alot of people in

NY at the time did drugs and drank and we didn't, so
they thought ws were assholes and we thought they were
assholes and it was crazy stuff. Definitely not vorth
hitting people in the faze for.



(Itiis ends tho partlon of the interview that was dono
in Trenton, we pick up five days later in Washington,

D.C. after DHL finished their set at the 9;3D club.l

m
HW: On "Four Oi ll»e Floor'
about?

what is the song "Downside"

DS: Not really, Scffletimes Brian, Colin, Roger and I talk
about what would of happened if I had stayed in tog Nasty,
but that's not a regret because I got to go to college
for a while in the MiAUe East and I wouldn't of given
it up for anything.

DS; It's about how it's not really enoujh to crake a record
or sing about stuff, you have got to do stuff tco. You've
got to go on tour, you've got to talk about your songs,
you've got to give noiey to organizations you believe
in, you've got to put out fanzines. Actually, Brian wrote
the first part of the song which is obviously about
certain bands* His arguement isn't actually with those
hands, it's with the people who think by playing music
in their basements and cllquing together they will change
something. Doing that is great, but it's just the first
step.

HW; What was that like? (Going to college in Isreal!

DS: It was cool. I got to live in the oldest fucking
city in the vorldt

HW: What's ycwr scholastic standing?

v D6: I finished my BA and I started to go to grad school
I but 1 didn't have the tiro with the band and everything,

[iiij.J. to my parents* dismay.

HW: So what does the future hold for you? Are yew going

CS; Np, I've got cne on my arm, that's good enough,
(xeferlng to his tattcoK Once in awhile raneone will
ccme up to nv and put a big Xonny hand. I've put them
cm everyday fear eight years to the point that I "got, ink
poisoning and I'd get dizzy, it's not like I don t wear
than en purpose or anything, it's like (long pause) people
steal your markers and whatever (laughter).

HW: What's Dave Sralley's definition of Straight Edge?

i 8: It's a way of approaching life that helps you see

thirds the way they really are and do things the way

you should do than without having to put a foreign sub-

stance in your body. It helps guide yew,

HW: What was the deal with the Rule Of Thunto record you

dirt?

HW: I read somewhere that you sang for The Angry Sanoans
one time in Boston.

DS: They were friends of mine and DYS's and Metal Mike
(vocalist for the Samoans) asked me to sing "rtaroBexual"

,

so I sang it and it was pretty crazy because it was the
DYS singer with the Angry Sairoans.

IM: What are acme of the craziest DYS shows you can romem-

l#^ get out,

HW: Did you always play guitar or was it aanething you

torted in Dawn By Law?

"•tok*

DS: I always played, but this was the first band I played
in*

DS: It varies. That show that's cm the tack of "Wolfpack"
was a shew in Mulden (sp?J, Mass. at a VFW hall and
afterwards they said they vxxild never have a show again,
H*e early shews were all pretty chaotic, you had shows
like Jerry's Kids, FU's, DYS, Minor Throat and The
Misfits.

miasm ^;-r?;;; v
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HW: Did you write the songs in DVS?
'"'"

-XXL'.:

DS: Yoah, but it wasn't as good then. Like "Wolfpack"
was plunking it out one note at a time, which is why
it has that pattern.
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HW: Who is Mat Gieason? (Refering to the DBL song "Hat

i
HW: Did you get alot of flack when the second DYS record
came out?

Gieason is god"?

fll* mm l"
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CS; Yeah. I wrote every kid who wrote me telling them
we were the same people, we weren't out shooting speed
or hanging out with heavy metal babes.

HW: Are you happy with the second DYS record?

DS: It was a growing thing, but I'm glad I never did
anything else like that. It was fu. We got better at
our instruments, we got a new guitarist. It was a chance

to do stuff we had not dene.

MA

DG: Mat Gieason is a guy who's a friend of mine who's

an artist and a painter, he's a totally wild independent

free spirit who rattier than have a nine to five job and

pay rent, lives in his father's machine shop because

his father's a millionare wto owns a machine shep but

he doesn't get a cent fran him. He lives in a rocm smaller

Uian this cne with ball bearings all ove rhte floor and

ho ctoes his ovn thing. Ile'a an art critic and he started

an underground newspaper about artists. It's like the

National Enquirer for artists, it's very cool. The reason

we named the song after him was because he does things

his own way, and for ire that's an influence.

HW: When you say you'll be doing music for life, do you

always think it will be with Dcwn By Law?

CS; Rule Of Thunto were fion Staten Island, they ware

friercte with AIX, we used to stay at their house. They

lost their singer and asked me to do it.

HW: Did you write all the lyrics?

DS: It's hard to rementoer. Whatever ycu like, I wrote,

(laughter) They sent me demos with the old singer. It
was really different frcm my style but that's the way

it came out.

HW: Of all the bands you've been in, what's ycur favorite

record you did?

DS: Not to cop an easy answer, tot that s hard, I love

them all so much. I love both Dag Nasty records, I Jove

the first Ccwn By Law record. I like six or seven songs

eft this neM record alot, Here's sore songs on this cne

that have little things that I'm not too psyched over.

Overall, it's hard to say, but Down By Law is the biggest

spiritual fulfilljnont I've had yet.

HW: co you still like the ALL stuff you did?

DS: Yeah, I have nothing bad to say about ALL. In fact,

that second aij. record "Allory For Prez..." is one of
my favorite records.

HW: Is there still any DVS stuff you still think is
totally awesone?

MtU

DS: I tope so. I've been in to many other bands that

I just want to stay with this one, there's definitely

alot of spiritual fulfillment with this one. In sane

ways, it's my favorite band I've been in.

HW: Do yo still wear X's an your hands at all?

'•»

DS: I like the slow weird oooq on the first album
"Escape". We did that five in the itornirq with Eou
Giordano, the guy who just produced the Sugar record.
Bob Mould sang back-ups on that record ( "Brotherhood"

I

HW: No way! I never knew thatl That's crazy!

DS: yeah, Bcto ftould and Grant Hart singing back-ups en
"Wolfpack"! I'll never forget it.

HW: Pinal Ccntrents?

DS: Try to ck> your best in life and try to make a dent.

Do whatever you believe in and you'll have made a
difference and that's the best you can do. If you den't
try, fchy are here? Why lcok back when you are seventy
and see you've done nothing. Also, take care of each
other because there's not too many of us compared to
the people in the big bad warld out there, O.K.?
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